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LITERATURE:

context of Islam, but even in these cases, orality was
key to the transmission of Islam, and much of the
education process in this context did not necessarily
include literacy. While the elite may enjoy literacy,
this fact does not preclude the education of the
masses by oral transmission of information. Numerous examples exist of general education conveyed
through oral poetry and narrative. Nigerian Nana
Asma’u’s training of itinerant teachers of rural
women in the Sokoto Caliphate during the nineteenth century is a case in point. Traditional education programs can be complex and extend to exalted
levels of understanding without including literacy.
In fact, among certain contemporary Sufi groups
education based on memorization and oral transmission is preferred as a higher form of education
than that which relies on the written word. The
latter can be destroyed, it is argued, while what is
internalized cannot be eliminated.
Nevertheless, literacy in European languages is
central to African nations’ economic and political
welfare. Almost half a century after independence,
the legacy of inadequate colonial intervention continues to plague African countries where literacy
levels in European languages still fall below what
is necessary for successful economic competition in
international markets. As these examples demonstrate, inequitable access to literacy is directly
linked to failing economic and political welfare.
Withholding access to literacy is a means of concentrating power in the hands of educated elites,
and facilitating their abuse of illiterate masses.
Conversely, an illiterate populace is insufficiently
skilled to benefit its society.
)
See also Asma u, Nana; Education, School; Fez; Jenné
and Jenné-jeno; Libraries; Timbuktu; World Bank.
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It would be tempting to present an overview on
African literature in the last ten centuries by providing a simple chronological account. This kind of
account would show how African literature has
developed in distinctive periods and phases, all
connected to key political and cultural moments
in the history of the continent. It would provide a
trajectory of African literature moving from its
foundational moments in oral forms—closely associated with preliterate societies and cultures—and
eventually evolving, over a span of time, into written modes of expression. Such a trajectory could be
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conceived both as a reaction to local events, such as
internal migrations, and to the encounter with foreign cultural and political states and institutions,
beginning with Asian Christianity in the first few
centuries and Islam in the eighth century to modern European colonialism. If oral literature is the
form through which Africans have asserted their
identity and autonomy since time immemorial, as
many scholars have argued, Orthodox Christianity
and Islam constitute the dominant centers of
African writing until the end of the fifteenth century. Some of the earliest institutions for the production of written literature in Africa were associated with these religions. Literature in Geqez, for
example, was closely linked with the consolidation
of Orthodox Christianity in Ethiopia; the depository of African literature at Timbuktu was part of
Islamic culture in West Africa.
From a literary historian’s perspective, however,
the defining moment of a modern African literary
culture is the colonial encounter that, beginning in
earnest in the nineteenth century and ending after
World War II, radically transformed African cultural
institutions. It is within the culture of colonialism,
represented by both governmental institutions and
Christian missions, that writing came to surpass, if
not substitute, orality as the primary factor in the
imaginary institutions of society. Nevertheless, the
easily recognizable and globally celebrated forms of
African writing, associated with the works of Nobel
Prize winners such as Wole Soyinka (b. 1934),
Nadine Gordimer (b. 1923), Naguib Mahfouz (b.
1911), and J. M. Coetzee (b. 1940), emerged only
after decolonization. It is a notable fact that the
canon of modern African literature appeared in the
period after World War II when African cultures
sought to both assert their autonomy from the
institutions of colonialism and to engage with global
cultural movements. Whether viewed from its
beginnings in orality or in its more recent manifestation in European languages, African literature has
always been engaged with its particular localities and
the world at large.
LITERATURE AND THE IDEA OF AFRICA

A simple chronological account of the emergence
and development of African literature often fails to
account for the continent’s complex history and
human geography. The development of literary
culture on the continent is caught up in the
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multiplicity of African temporalities. What may
appear in one part of the continent to be located
in a distant Islamic medieval period may, in another
place, be part of contemporary social experience.
Neither African cultural history nor its literature
can fit into a simple chronological frame. In fact,
because of the complex nature of the African timeline, writing an overview of African literatures
presents challenges and complexities that are rarely
found in other geographic regions of the world.
Time, or chronology, is compounded by an assortment of other cultural factors.
There is, in addition, the obvious challenge presented by the idea of Africa itself: The ostensible
uniformity of the continent’s cultural spaces reflects
an external view of Africa; it was outsiders, beginning with ancient Greeks to modern European colonizers, who tended to see the continent’s blackness
as a sign of uniformity and thus to miss the complex
diversity of its human geography. The challenge,
then, is how to provide an overview of a cultural
landscape where similarities between traditions and
practices conceal powerful differences even within
one region. Given this complexity, a linear history
of African literature is inadequate: periods and periodizing depends on region and genres. Furthermore, however definitive they may initially appear,
key moments in the history of Africa, even those
that are taken up as key themes in the continent’s
literature, need to be examined in relation to the
institutions that enable cultural expression itself and
the set of theoretical problems that have preoccupied African writers and critics, from debates about
the idea of literature itself, to continuing conflict
over the language of African literature and its
audiences.
ON LITERARY HISTORY

For literary scholars, the situation is confounded by
the existence of thousands of languages on the
continent, almost all laying claim to one form of
literature or other, either oral or written. And yet
this linguistic diversity is not reflected in dominant
histories of African literature, which are often
organized around the literatures of major linguistic
groups, or those with a long tradition of writing.
The situation is further complicated by the existence of regional languages, such as Arabic,
Hausa, and Swahili, whose long and remarkable
histories have either enabled or retarded the
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growth of literatures in other languages in contiguous areas. Moreover, African writing has often
been produced in the languages of its European
colonizers, and there is a sense in which the terms
that have now come to define African literature—
Anglophone and Francophone, for example—
reflect the political dominance of Britain and
France in colonial Africa. African literature has
been produced in other colonial languages, including Portuguese, Spanish, and Italian, but the power
of English and French in creating a canon of letters
in Africa is evident in the ways in which even writers working in traditions with long histories of
writing, such as Amharic writers in Ethiopia or
Wolof writers in Senegal, have turned to English
and French.
Generalizations present an obstacle to understanding African literature and its role in the making of African cultures; still, no literary historian of
the continent can escape them. One such generalization is that the modern idea of Africa, one that
literature has helped cultivate and popularize, is
bound up with the process of colonization and
resistance against it. Indeed, it may be said that it
is colonialism that has created the central paradigms and institutions that enable us to compare
literary and cultural traditions across ethnic and
linguistic boundaries and regions. Produced within
the institutional and political practices of European
colonizers, African literature has developed in two
ostensibly opposed directions: one connecting
writers to the canons of their respective European
traditions and reflecting an intertextual engagement with it; the other trying to find a detour
around colonialism and its cultural institutions
and establish a link with oral traditions. In both
cases, however, African literature both affirms and
questions the dominant idea of what literature is,
what work it does, and its modes of interpretation.
ORALITY AND WRITING

Sometimes even the categories that African scholars
have invented to account for the existence of a
literature outside the written—terms such as orality, orature, or the imagination of the preliterate—
present their own set of problems. Consider, for
example, what Dan Izevbaye (2004) has called the
preliterate period in African literature. The term
preliterate is used to refer to forms of cultural
expression that do not depend on writing for their
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existence; it also signals a moment in time when
oral literatures seemed to occupy the center of
African cultural life. The problem with the category
of preliterate is that it cannot be fixed in time and
space, nor can a moment of preliteracy be identified
in which a written literature is also not a marked
feature of African literary production. The ubiquity
of oral literature in Africa suggests that the
category of a literary culture before writing cannot
be confined to any specific period. As a space of
cultural expression, orality is as old as African
communities; it has been described aptly as a vector
for the production of social life, enabling the
organization of social categories such as time,
work, and play.
Similarly, orality marks the diversity of African
cultures themselves. This diversity is evident in the
preponderance or dominance of certain genres of
oral literature in specific regions and traditions.
Praise poetry, for example, is a marked feature of
Southern African oral cultures, whereas oral epics
are dominant in West and Central Africa; in both
cases, there is a structural connection between the
work of genre and the foundational politics of
kingdoms and moieties. But orality is not always
related to state power or foundational historical
moments. There are forms of poetic and dramatic
expression, such as the dervish poetry of Somalia,
the Gikuyu Gicaandi, the Yoruba Ijala, or Ijaw
festival theater, that have functioned as the conduit
through which African cultures in the colonial
period have sought to secure their independence
and autonomy in reaction to the cultural projects
of colonialism.
In all these situations, the dominance of orality
does not signify the unmodern or what has come to
be known as tradition; indeed, a marked feature of
oral literature in Africa is its keen sense of the
challenges and possibilities provided by modernization and technological transformations. New technologies, such as radio and television, have provided a powerful medium for oral poets. It has
been through radio that oral forms have expanded
their reach in terms of audience and region.
Through radio, for example, Taarabu music, once
confined to the East African Swahili coast, has
traveled inland. The emergence of video and television may appear to have destroyed the classic
Yoruba traveling theater, or even Ghanaian party
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concert drama, but it is through video that those
traditions have been transported to continental and
global audiences. Nigerian and Ghanaian soap
operas, popular all over sub-Saharan Africa, have
drawn their poetics, as it were, from older forms of
popular drama.
THE GENESIS OF WRITING

It is when one turns to writing that African relations with the outside world become most apparent. Except in North Africa and isolated areas of
the Horn of Africa, written literature in Africa is
closely associated with European colonialism. But
the consolidation of a culture of letters on the
continent points to the significance of cultural
encounters in the making of the African imagination before colonialism. Two points are worth
underscoring here: the first is that Egyptian,
Nubian, and Ethiopic writing represents a notable
scriptural moment in African literature, one in
which the work of writing is intimately connected
to the metaphysics of culture. The second point is
that writing registers the important transformations that take place on the African landscape from
the tenth century to the advent of European colonialism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
African language literatures represent a powerful
example of the relation between language and
power. Geqez, the language of Old Ethiopia, was
nurtured by its association with the royal court; its
demise was assured when it was replaced by
Amharic as the language of power in the fourteenth
century. Arabic literature, originating on the continent from the tenth century, is another example
of the relationship between power and writing.
Arabic was the language of Islam and thus tended
to favor genres such as poetry that reinforced,
rather than challenged, its central doctrines.
More important, it was religious expansionism
that enabled the language and its literature to
spread from North Africa to West and eastern
Africa. By the thirteenth century, Arabic scholarship had been established in northern Nigeria and
the Yoruba heartland and across the Sahel. A surge
of writing in Arabic is evident in the wake of the
Hausa revival of the late nineteenth century, which
produced writers and scholars such as qUthman dan
Fodio and Mohammed Bello. Although Arabic
writing was often seen as an extension of religious
belief and piety, one of the most remarkable aspects
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of the spread of Arabic into West and East Africa
was its capacity to generate forms of literature that
were not tied to Islamization. African writers such
as Gonja Muslims in northern Ghana and the
Wolof of Senegal had come to writing through
Islam; but at the same time they were able to create
new forms of literature on the margins of Arabic.
The two most prominent examples of this kind of
literature were the Ajami tradition in West Africa
and Swahili on the East African coast, both influenced by Islam and Arabic, but not colonized by
either.
WRITING AND THE CHRISTIAN MISSION

Another linguistic factor to consider is that the transformation of the idea and category of literature in
Africa was part of the revolution generated by the
consolidation of colonial rule on the continent in the
nineteenth century. The effect of colonialism is most
obvious in its well-known impact on the structure of
African societies and its effect on psychologies. Colonialism challenged or disrupted all the major categories of social life on the continent, from religion and
metaphysics to the institutions of socialization such
as education, work, and marriage. The encounter
between Europeans and Africans has been a major
theme of African literature, but it is at the institutional
level that the transformation of the idea and practice of
literature engendered by colonial culture was most
palpable and irreversible. After colonialism was established, the meaning of literature and its role in society
changed. Where oral literature had been the foundation of the imagination, colonialism privileged print
and the book.
The most important agents of the emergence of
print as the center of literary culture were colonial
missionaries, who were the first to set up printing
presses on the continent. Missionaries also founded
the schools that trained two or three generations of
African writers and readers. It was at the mission and
school that written literature in the modern period
emerged. Yoruba literature has its roots in the
Church Missionary Society at Abeokuta, where,
beginning in the late 1840s, repatriated slaves led
by Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther embarked on the
production of Yoruba texts and the translation of
the Bible. In southern Africa, the elite that was to
produce Xhosa literature was congregated around
the Scottish Mission at Lovedale; Sotho written
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literature, exemplified by the works of Thomas
Mofolo (1876–1948), was first produced at the
French mission at Morija. The pattern was repeated
in East Africa, where the Church of Scotland
enabled the first writers and readers in Gikuyu, and
the Anglican Church created the institutions for the
production of Buganda literature.
Missionaries were actively involved in the reduction of African languages into writing, producing
orthographies, dictionaries, and primers. They were
also heavily invested in the work of translation. They
translated the Bible into hundreds of African languages. They also translated John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress (1675), a book that they valued for its morality, but one that was to become, for colonial subjects, an invaluable model of how a Christian ethos
could be enhanced by the process of storytelling. It is
hard to think of a pioneering African writer in the
African languages who did not pass through a Christian mission: Mofolo at Morija and writers produced
at Lovedale, including pioneers such as Tiyo Soga
(1829–1871), William Wellington Gqoba (1840–
1888) and, later, A. C. Jordan (1906–1968). In
West Africa, Daniel Fagunwa (1903–1963), the
prominent Yoruba novelist, was a product of the
Anglican Church in western Nigeria.
LITERATURE AND THE COLONIAL BUREAUS

Surprisingly, colonial governments did not seem to
have any interest in the growth of African literature; or when they did, their primary goal was to
harness African creativity to the mandate of colonial rule. In the late 1800s and early 1900s,
German colonial officials collected both oral and
written literature in what was German East Africa,
including Swahili poetry that documented the
German conquest. French colonial administrators
were keen to encourage the collection and dissemination of African oral literatures as early as the
1920s, and an African theater thrived at the Ecole
Normale William Ponty in Senegal in the 1930s.
These were often works that were intended to fulfill, rather than challenge, the colonial mandate.
After World War II, the British colonial government founded or funded literary bureaus in East
Africa and southern Rhodesia, and although these
were primarily intended to produce materials for
supporting adult literary classes, they were to
become important conduits for writers in African
languages in the 1950s. For example, Solomon
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Mutswairo’s Shona novel, Feso, was first published
by the Rhodesian Literature Bureau in 1957.
One notable aspect of African literature is that
writing in European languages was not produced in
the institutions sponsored by either missionaries or
the colonial governments. Indeed, pioneering
works of African literature in the European languages were produced outside or in opposition to
those institutions. Rene Maran’s Bataoula (1921)
and Sol Plaatje’s Mhudi (1930) are examples of the
literature that emerged when the colonial elite
turned to writing to resist the colonialist ideology.
Instead of being driven by the ecumenical spirit,
African literature after 1945 was closely aligned
with the secular project of decolonization.
Significantly, this elite turned to European languages as the most potent medium of anticolonial
resistance. In French West Africa, for example,
beginning as early as the 1930s, resistance to
French colonial policies were expressed by writers,
such as the Négritude poets, who were masters of
the French language and its forms. Leading African
poets in French, most notably Léopold Sédar
Senghor, produced their works in Paris.
Ultimately, it was when the colonial ideology
had been weakened and colonialism was no longer
seen as the horizon of expectation that a secular
African literature emerged out of the shadows of
the colonial library. The classic novels of African
literature in the European languages were produced
in the aftermath of what was called a dying colonialism. Examples of such works are Chinua Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart (1958), Camara Laye’s The Dark
Child (1954), Yacine Kateb’s Nedjama (1956), and
Assia Djebar’s La soif (1957). With decolonization,
the form and terms of African literature seemed to
have changed. At the universities established in the
last decades of colonialism—institutions such as
Ibadan in Nigeria and Makerere in Uganda—a new
generation schooled in modern literature selfconsciously sought to inscribe an African world
and project outside the ideologies of colonial rule.
Those institutions, and their counterparts in North
Africa, produced the majority of the continent’s pioneering modern writers.
POSTCOLONIAL CULTURE

There were significant regional and linguistic variations in the literature that developed in the age of
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decolonization, but the African writers who
emerged in the late 1950s and 1960s tied the form
and function of their works to the project of
decolonization. The work of literature was associated with two projects, both articulated clearly and
powerfully by Chinua Achebe in ‘‘The Role of the
Writer in a New Nation’’ (1973). The first one was
to counter the colonial slander that Africa was, in
cultural terms, a blank slate at best and a barbaric
space at worst; the second was to educate the
African out of the colonial complex. In this context, the theme of cultural rehabilitation became
perhaps the dominant theme of African literature
in the first decade of independence; but African
writers were also engaged with topical themes such
as the migration to the city, the status of women,
and the challenges of decolonization, including the
crisis of politics and the collapse of institutions.
Indeed, a significant and discernible transformation in the tenor and form of African writing in
the postcolonial period is connected to the changing fortunes of the narrative of decolonization
itself, with the celebratory and redemptive narratives that acted as the handmaidens of independence giving way to a literature of disillusionment in
the late 1960s and 1970s. It was within this context, too, that leading women writers such as Flora
Nwapa and Buchi Emecheta (Nigeria), Aminata
Sow (b. 1941) and Mariama B^a (1929–1981, Senegal), Grace Ogot (Kenya), Assia Djebar (Algeria),
Nawal el-Saadawi (Egypt), and Yvonne Vera (d.
2005) and Tsitsi Dangarembga (b. 1959, Zimbabwe) established their international reputations.
Finally, an obvious consequence of the failure of
democracy and the collapse of institutions in the
1980s and afterward was the dispersal of African
writers to Europe and North America. Increasingly,
African writers are to be found in the former centers of colonial power, such as Britain and France,
and in North America as part of a new diaspora of
African people and letters.
See also Achebe, Chinua; Bâ, Mariama; Bello, Muhammad; Camara Laye; Coetzee, J. M.; Colonial Policies
and Practices; Crowther, Samuel Ajayi; Djebar,
Assia; Emecheta, Buchi; Gordimer, Nadine; Kateb,
Yacine; Language; Languages; Literature and the
Study of Africa; Mahfouz, Naguib; Media: Book
Publishing; Nubia; Nwapa, Flora; Ogot, Grace;
Plaatje, Sol; Saadawi, Nawal el-; Senghor, Léopold
Sédar; Soyinka, Wole; Timbuktu; qUthman dan
Fodio; Writing Systems.
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SIMON GIKANDI

EP ICS A ND EPIC POETRY

Since the 1960s, following a long period of controversy, there has been a near consensus regarding
the existence of the epic in Africa, even though
scholarship on epics and epic poetry continues to
suffer from what has been called the imperialism of
writing. Concepts stemming from European literate culture are used in discussing African epics and
epic poetry. The challenge is to overhaul the standard concepts and terminology so as to dwell and
operate entirely within the realm of oral tradition,
studying African verbal arts using African categories, nomenclature, and aesthetic principles.
The epic is a genre revolving around the distant
past, with securely established characteristics, unlike
the novel, which is a developing genre. This emphasis on the past appears in Karl Marx’s observations
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on the Greek epic. He wondered why those epics
exert an eternal charm on us, even though they
arose from an epoch representing the childhood of
the human race. Epics are closely bound to religious
beliefs as well as to national or ethnic identity, consciousness and destiny. These criteria, Eurocentric as
they may sound, apply to the African primary epics,
such as those of Abu Zayd, Sundiata, Kambili,
Gassire’s Lute, Liongo Fumo, and Ibonia. Equally
applicable are Mikhail Bakhtin’s observations about
the special nature, and even the sacred aura, of epic
discourse and values.

into the composition and epic is centered on creating a name for the hero’s performance.

As G. W. F. Hegel noted, behind the epic lies
an epic spirit or an epic consciousness, which gives
rise to and is expressed by the discourse that we
define as epic. Not all societies, however, have the
epic spirit or consciousness to the same degree.
This spirit can materialize in many ways and forms,
such as poetry, narrative, ritual observances, and
dance. In some societies, certain songs, folktales,
or other forms embody the epic in a rudimentary or
germinal form. In other societies, the epic appears
as fully elaborated. Some epics exist in the form of
poetry and deserve to be called epic poetry, but
poetry is not an ultimate or defining characteristic
of the epic.

The Banu Hilal tradition spread from the
Arabian Peninsula to North Africa. The Arabian
Peninsula is also the original home of some epics
found on the East African coast. The diffusion of
the African epics across wide territory and the proliferation of modes of their dissemination, from
word of mouth to cassette and video, raise key
questions, such as what meanings and functions
the epics acquire in their new and ever-changing
contexts.

Epics deal with heroes and heroism; they
present heroes and project and investigate the concept of heroism. The bestowing and acquisition of
names are central to this process. Heroes are such
not only because of their deeds, qualities, or character, but also because of the names and praises they
acquire as based on those deeds, qualities, or character. Heroes desire to have their names established
for posterity. This quest is the foundation of praise
poetry, heroic poetry, epic poetry, and epics as such.
The name is the kernel or the primary building
block of the epic; epics are centered on creating a
name for the hero. The praise poetry and heroic
poetry of Southern Africa such as the dithoko of
the Sotho or the izibongo of the Zulu exemplify
these characteristics and dynamics. The Mande epics
of West Africa, it appears, developed from a base of
the heroic songs of the hunters. Epic poetry is often
embedded in the larger totality of the epic and is the
core around which the epic is built. Although the
name is a central preoccupation of the epic, this is
not always a positive name. Negative characteristics
of the hero are also acknowledged and incorporated
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The process of diffusion is central in the existence of epic, as is the process of recomposition. A
typical African epic is dispersed across a wide territory, appearing in some areas as a substantial narrative and in other areas as perhaps a folktale, a
song, or an anecdote. Such is the case with epics
such as Ibonia, Mwindo, and Sundiata. The transformations can go to the extent that the characters
celebrated as heroes in some versions of the story
can appear as villains in other versions.

The research tradition shapes the understanding of African epics. Scholars’ knowledge of the
African epic traditions reflects the interests and
biases of scholars. Scholars have assumed, for
example, that the Sundiata tradition is a Mande
phenomenon. That assumption has shaped their
research and theorizing and established conventional thinking about the Sundiata tradition. If they
had started their research in areas where characters
other than Sundiata are celebrated, the view of the
Sundiata tradition would have been different.
Similarly, the scholars have established the Liongo
epic as a tradition centered on the Swahili. Yet the
epic exists among other people as well, such as the
Pokomo. If the scholars had started and persisted
in studying the Pokomo tradition, then the Liongo
epic might be viewed as a Pokomo tradition.
It must be asked how the Sundiata story is told
in areas outside the Mande and how it functions in
those areas. What is the place of the story of Ibonia
in areas outside Merina? Is it appropriate to assume
that the Sundiata epic evolved and consolidated
itself among the Mande before anywhere else?
Could it have started elsewhere, only to be appropriated by the Mande?
Whether epic traditions are considered centered in a particular area, it may not always have
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been that way; the center of the tradition maybe
have shifted from one place to another. The Bani
Hilal tradition is now firmly entrenched in North
Africa and the Maghreb, but it spread to those
areas from the Arabian Peninsula. Research needs
to focus on such processes in order to illuminate
the nature of them and their implications for the
tradition itself. It is currently not known how much
an epic retains, gains, or loses in the process of such
diffusion.
Scholars and researchers of African epics have
often come across what they call epic fragments
and have striven to look for and record what they
call the complete epic. Guided by these notions,
some researchers have made epic performers strain
themselves and produce lengthy performances to
incorporate a totality that does not accord with the
way the epic is normally performed. This is to
satisfy scholars’ literate bias about the nature of
epic, a bias that has been entrenched largely
because of the existence of texts such as the Iliad
and the Odyssey. These are false notions, a product
and evidence of the imperialism of writing. What
appear as fragments in an oral tradition might be
meaningful and complete in themselves within the
context of a performance.
This fixation on texts continues to hamper
scholars’ understanding of such natural features of
oral epics as narrative inconsistencies and linguistic
obscurities. Scholars talk, for example, about lines
in a given epic. There are no lines in an oral performance. Scholars talk about an epic or an epic
poem being long or short. These are problematical
notions, based on written texts, but certainly at
variance with the reality and dynamics of oral performance. The discourse on epic tends to rely on
the written text as the yardstick and reference
point. In discussions and in scholarship, the epic
ought to be seen in its natural mode as performance. The orality of the epics and epic poetry must
be kept in mind, and there must be different concepts and terms for discussing them.
The African epics are not identical in their
artistic features, concepts of heroism, array of characters, or performance styles, but the epic spirit and
consciousness underlies and informs them all.
There are striking similarities among these epics,
which invite further investigation of the possibility
and dynamics of diffusion. The buffalo motif, for
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example, exists in the Sundiata epic, the epic of
Ng’wanamalundi of northern Tanzania, and the
Liongo epic on the East African coast. Abu Zayd
bears striking resemblances to Liongo Fumo.
One of the most important recent developments in the study of African epic is the recognition
of the role of women in the epics: their influence
on the course of the events, their influence on the
heroes, and their role as heroes. As Charles Bird
notes, ‘‘Although the hero Kambili plays an important role, the storyteller goes to great pains to show
the debt he owes to the women in his life. Through
his mother’s supernatural powers he becomes a
great hunter, and through his wife’s magical
powers he is able to kill the lion-man of Jimini’’
(1979). This is one of the major unexplored areas,
which has the potential to change the way African
epics are understood.
See also Communications: Oral; Dance; Religion and
Ritual.
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ISLAMIC

For more than a millennium Islam and Islamic
literature have been significant in Africa, spread
through commerce and scholarship. The pursuit
of knowledge is central to Islam, beginning with
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God’s message to humankind through the Angel
Gabriel’s first words to the Prophet Muhammad in
the seventh century: ‘‘Read! Recite!’’ This dual
mandate of devotion and intellectual development
has continued wherever Islam has been established.
Foremost in Islamic literature is the Qurpan,
the ‘‘recitation of the word of God,’’ revealed to
the Prophet Muhammad over a period of twentythree years, beginning in 620 CE. In the case of the
Qurpan, scripture is also literature. Among Muslims
universally, the Qurpan is the basis for literacy,
grammar, theology, and worldview. Thus, through
attention to the Qurpan, African Muslims share a
fundamental understanding of their faith with
those far removed in distance and culture. The
Qurpan is known as a multivalent source, available
on as many levels of understanding as there are
readers or listeners. Furthermore, as the foundation
of Islam, the Qurpan is as accessible in its spoken,
audible form as in its written form.
From as early an age as three or four, children
hear and internalize the Arabic poetic form of
Qurpanic verse, even if their first language is linguistically far removed from Arabic. Familiarity with this
source instills a keen aesthetic appreciation of its
rhyme, meter, and symbolic language. The Qurpan’s
opening Sura, the Fatiha, is considered a microcosm
of the entire Qurpan, containing all that is essential.
Its first line, the formulaic basmallah (‘‘Bismillahi
arahamani arahim’’ ‘‘[Begin] in the name of God,
the Compassionate, the Merciful’’), is the line that
may be most familiar to the average Muslim in his or
her lifetime, as it is used to begin any action or
endeavor in one’s life. Poets in Muslim northern
Nigeria regularly begin performances with the basmallah. This opening prayer is the basis of a child’s
first encounters with the Qurpan, and constitutes
one’s first writing lesson. Thus, it is also the basis
for literacy. Whether or not one continues to memorize the rest of the Qurpan—a common practice
among the devout—Muslims universally begin religious study with the same Arabic words. This leads
to the prospect of being united through their literature—its sound, its form, and its meaning—regardless of the language they speak in daily conversation.
As is the case throughout the world, classical
forms of Arabic Islamic literature in Africa reflect
major historical and cultural influences on the faith.
The short-lived Umayyad Dynasty (seventh to
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eighth century) centered in Damascus was overtaken
by Abbasid control centered in Baghdad. The initial
aim of Abbasid caliphs was to strengthen piety, but
this ‘‘Golden Age’’ is arguably best remembered for
its florid love of poetry, heavily influenced by
Persian literary style. Although the Abbasid dynasty
devolved and fell to Shiqite, Fatimid control during
the tenth through twelfth centuries, the literary
styles that marked the Umayyad and Abbasid periods remain some of the most influential styles in
Islamic literature wherever it appears.
From these origins, classical Islamic literature
came to include a wide range of styles, most of
which are evident in the Islamic literature indigenous to Africa. Oral poetry and narrative, sira
(biography of the Prophet), qasidah (ode, praise,
eulogy), qitah (jokes, satire), ghazal (love song),
mathnawi (story in rhymed couplet), roba’i (poetic
quatrain), and maqamah (rhymed prose). In addition to these classic forms, literary works in Islamic
Africa also include treatises on the political and
historical conditions of the place and time. Arabic
Islamic literature in North Africa, influenced by
regional nomadic cultures, Hausa literature in
West Africa, and Swahili literature in East Africa
commonly include examples of all these types of
Islamic literature in both poetic and narrative
forms, conveyed both orally and in written works.
Islam spread rapidly in Africa, and Islamic literature along with it. By the mid-tenth century, Cairo
had become an established center of learning, with
the Al-Azhar mosque and madrasa (now university)
established as a focus of authority for Sunni
Muslims. From Egypt, Islam moved westward along
Africa’s northern coast, where scholars in Tunisia,
Algeria, and Morocco embraced it, and communities of Islamic scholars developed. Islam moved
down through the Maghreb along Africa’s westernmost coast to Senegal, and then, by the fourteenth
to seventeenth centuries, moved inland, eastward
into what is now Nigeria and Chad. Along this
sudanic belt great centers of Islamic learning
evolved, like Timbuktu in Mali. Meanwhile, on the
eastern side of Africa, Islam had moved down past
the Horn of Africa, and along the coast, transforming societies in Somalia, Kenya, and Tanzania.
Although not as evident as in urban centers, Islam
was also embraced by rural communities and desert
nomads like the Touareg and Berbers.
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Between the tenth and fifteenth centuries Islam
had spread widely throughout Africa. Conversion
carried with it a focus on the spoken and written
word: a reverence for Arabic language, and the
promotion of literacy. North Africans in the
Maghreb and Mediterranean coastal regions were
likely to use Arabic as a lingua franca, while Arabic
fluency and literacy in sub-Saharan Africa remained
restricted to the scholarly elite. The average convert
to Islam was nevertheless conversant with Arabic
for basic prayers, and was privy to literary entertainments from the Islamic canon, translated into
the indigenous language. Therefore, Arabic had its
place in the daily religious practices of new converts, regardless of the local language of their ethnic groups, and became part of major regional
languages like Hausa in the West and Swahili in
the East early in the process of the establishment of
Islam in sub-Saharan Africa.
Islam began with the oral transmission of
knowledge, and many Islamic literary forms exist
in performed, oral forms as well as in written documents. Regardless of the level of literacy of the
region, Islamic oral literature was a part of the
socio-religious influence on the communities that
embraced Islam. While Muslim scholars focused on
reading and writing scripts, the masses enjoyed oral
performances of Islamic literatures as they were
adopted by indigenous Muslim African performers
and poets. In certain contexts the oral transmission
of knowledge is preferred over a written form. This
is the case among Sufi study groups in Morocco
and Nigeria, particularly women, who meet on a
regular basis to teach one another and analyze
religious perspectives on political and social problems. Indeed, most written works are meant to be
performed orally; when the method of checking
them for accuracy is to judge by a ‘‘reading’’—the
smooth recitation of a work by a credible scholar.
Although Islam fostered the use of Arabic language and literacy throughout Africa, it did not
replace indigenous languages. Instead, indigenous
African languages in newly Islamic areas began to
be written in Arabic script, a merging of grammars
and scripts described by the term ajami. This was
common in both Hausa and Swahili speaking areas.
These ajami forms of writing were the norm until
the early twentieth century when British and
French colonial intervention actively promoted
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the use of Latin script in state-sponsored schools.
During the late twentieth century many Islamic
regions—northern Nigeria is a prime example—
made political statements in their decision to return
to the use of ajami and Arabic script for publications like newspapers, alongside Latinate forms.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century,
scholarly discovery and preservation of historical
documents indicates there is a long history of extensive Islamic literary productivity in African Muslim
communities. Certainly the documents of the
Sankore mosque and medrasa in Timbuktu attest
to this, as do the materials produced in the nineteenth century by the Fodiyo family in what is now
known as Sokoto, Nigeria. The Fodiyo clan was
known for its intellectual activism; the Shehu himself
wrote more than one hundred treatises in Arabic on
government, military tactics, and religion. Others in
the family—the Shehu’s brother Abdullahi, son
Bello, and daughter Asmapu—wrote in a range of
languages and literary styles, making their works
accessible to local populations. Their works in
Arabic, Fulfulde, and Hausa were all written in
Arabic script; these are examples of ajami. Continued scholarly attention to the preservation of Islamic
literary works in Africa, like that of the multivolume
Arabic Literature in Africa project, promises an
increasingly rich collection of historical testimony
about Islamic influence on the continent.
Estimates from the early 2000s indicate that of
the 800 million people in Africa, half are Muslim;
they are distributed fairly evenly throughout the
continent, with the exception of southern Africa,
were their numbers are smallest. Islamic literature
is an integral part of these contemporary Muslim
cultures and ethnic groups throughout Africa,
modified through the influence of local languages
and literary styles. While each society speaks its own
distinct indigenous language, Arabic is familiar to
African Muslims as the language of Islam, beginning with the Qurpan, its founding literary and oral
guide. Islam’s mandate that the individual amass
knowledge as a means of advancing on the path
toward God is often the motivating factor for the
production of Islamic literature. Indeed the search
for knowledge may be Islam’s most significant
obligation.
See also Cairo; Camara Laye; Islam; Sembène, Ousmane;
Timbuktu; qUthman dan Fodio.
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M O DER N P OE T RY

Modern African poetry has long been studied as
the outcome of twentieth-century European colonialism and modernism. But this narrow Eurocentric perspective is rapidly giving way to a broader
canon. More and more, scholars are recognizing
the centrality of verse written in indigenous African
languages, as well as in Arabic and other African
languages. These neglected currents of the triple
heritage of African verbal arts are inheritors of
much older traditions of verse-making that are
associated with nearly two millennia of Christian
and Islamic intermeshing with indigenous African
traditions.
MODERN POETRY IN AFRICAN LANGUAGES

There are two main streams of poetry in African
languages. The roots of the older stream go back
to the apogee of the development of Geqez as a
literary language of Ethiopia under Ezana (fourth
century, reigned ca. 320–340 CE), an accomplished
poet and the first Christian king of Aksum. By the
seventeenth century, the Ethiopian bible and other
Christian texts had been translated into Geqez. An
offshoot of these developments was a virile tradition
of hymnody that produced countless hymns (mostly
in praise of Mary), attributed to such hymnodists as
Abba Salama (1348–1387) and Abba Giyorgis of
Gasecha (fifth century). Out of these hymn-making
efforts emerged various hybrids between Christian
hymnody and traditional song, notably d ggua
(antiphony), malk (likenesses), and qene (hymns).
These forms ultimately evolved into a wide assortment of sophisticated poetic genres. Qene later
e

e
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established itself as the mother of modern
Ethiopian poetry in Geqez and the progenitor of
such forms as k’ine and git’im in Amharic and other
Ethiopian languages. Composed as qene of two to
eleven lines in accordance with age-old prosodic
rules of subtle juxtaposition of images known as
siminna werk’ (wax-and-gold, by analogy to the
lost-wax method of metal-casting), k’ine sparkles
with double entendres and other forms of verbal
subtleties akin those found in the modernist lyric.
Perfected by Hiruy Welde Sillase (d. 1938), modern
transformation of k’ine and git’im have continued
to flourish in Ethiopia and Eritrea into the twentyfirst century.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
this tradition of modern verse-making in Ethiopian
languages merged with the second stream of African
language poesy, one created by European Christian
missionaries. This second stream was part of the socalled linguistic labors whereby the missionaries collected vocabularies, wrote grammars, and recorded
unwritten literature as models for translating the
scriptures, hymns, and other Christian literature into
African languages. The skills gained from these
labors were then employed in the production of
school primers, usually including translations from
European folktales (such as Grimm’s fairy tales) and
classics (for example, Bunyan’s Pilgrims Progress and
Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare). Throughout the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, primers of this kind served as templates for modern
poetry and other writing in African languages.
Outside Ethiopia, the earliest poetic outcome of this
process is the Great Hymn of Ntsikana kaGabba
(c. 1780–1820) and three other hymns in which
the visionary convert from a Xhosa traditional religion invokes his newfound Christian God in what is
essentially a Xhosa praise poem to the Creator of the
Heavens who ‘‘whirls the stars around in the sky,/
We call on him in his dwelling-place,/That he may
be our mighty leader’’ (Brownlee, 1827).
Subsequently, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, poetry in African languages in South
Africa, composed by such Xhosa pioneers as Tiyo
Soga (1829–1871), Krune Edward Mqhayi (1875–
1945), H. M. Ndawo (1883–1949), G. B. Sinxo
(1902–1962), and J. J. R. Jolobe (1902–1976) followed the conventional hymnodist and evangelical
formulae of Nsikana’s Hymn. Similar trends are
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evident in poetry in other South African languages
(Zulu, Sotho, and Tswana) as in the major languages
of East, Central, and West Africa—Shona, Mande
and neighboring languages, Akan, Twi, Yoruba,
Hausa, Fula, Somali, Amharic, Malagasy languages,
Swahili, and San and related languages. But modernist departures began to appear as early as the 1920s,
exemplified by the works of South African poets such
as Nontsizi Elizabeth Mgqwetho or Mgqwetto
(Xhosa, flourished 1920s), S. E. K. Mqhayi (Xhosa,
1875–1945), and Benedict Vilakazi (Zulu, 1906–
1945).

Okot p’Bitek’s dramatic monologues—Song of
Lawino, Song of Ocol, and Song of the Prisoner—all
composed in Acholi and rendered by the author
into English have long been admired for the poignancy of their deployment of traditional idioms and
poetic tropes within the construction of a modernist satire against the postcolonial elite. Thus, as
Ramazani (2006) observes, ‘‘Though often seen
as nativist, Okot p’Bitek employed brisk, modernist
free verse and defamilarizingly literal translation to
satirize the hypocrisy and pomposity of African
missionaries and politicians.’’

Mgqwetho (nicknamed the literate imbongi, or
praise-poet laureate) was a woman poet who wrote
in masculine idiom of the praise poem, izibongo.
Although she called herself a she-python, rousing
men to war against racial oppression, she also
proudly maintained her feminine identity. Mqhayi
(nicknamed Poet of our race), celebrated as the
praise-poet laureate (imbongi) of the Xhosa nation,
is notable for the ironic and paradoxical fervor of his
satiric assaults against British colonialist perfidy, as in
his famous poem ostensibly celebrating the visit of
the Prince of Wales to South Africa: ‘‘O, Roaring
Britain! Which must we embrace?/You sent us the
truth, denied us the truth;/You sent us the life,
deprived us of life,/You sent us the light, we sit in
the dark,/Shivering benighted in the bright noonday sun’’ (trans. A. C. Jordan). Similar trends are
observable in West, East, and Central Africa, as well
as in the horn of Africa. Several of the verse passages
of Feso (1956) by Solomon Mutswairo (b. 1924),
routinely recited publicly under the unsuspecting
watch of the white racist oligarchy of Southern
Rhodesia (present-day Zimbabwe), are nationalist
laments for a vanquished Shona nation sprung from
the ancient civilization of Mwenemutapa: ‘‘Today all
the wealth of the land has been taken/. . ./And we
are lean as diseased dogs/. . .gagged, strangled with
bindings.’’

Achebe’s Igbo poems, recently reprinted in
English translations, offer a remarkable experiment
in what may be described as aesthetic deschooling
or the detachment of African poetry from formal
Euromodernist aesthetics. A radical (but by no
means nativistic) search for indigenous aesthetics,
these two poems on contemporary themes—Uno
Onwu Okigbo, ‘‘Okigbo’s Funeral House,’’ a
memorial tribute to the poet, Christopher Okigbo,
and Akuko Kpulu Uwa Iru, ‘‘The Story That
Turned the World Upside-down,’’ an allegorical
image of the moral chaos and eclipse represented
by the postindependence politics and civil war in
Nigeria in which Okigbo was killed—are created on
the bases of formal-thematic templates derived
from well-known Igbo folksongs.

Beyond the nationalist rhetoric and ideological
preoccupations of these early twentieth century poets
in African languages, the postindependence era has
witnessed the birth of modernist poetry in African
languages by avant-garde African writers such as
Okot p’Bitek (Acholi, 1930–1982), Mazisi Kunene
(Zulu, 1930–2006), Chinua Achebe (Igbo, b. 1930),
Said A. Mohamed (Swahili), Alamin Mazrui (Swahili),
and Christopher Okigbo (Igbo, 1932–1967).

AFRICAN ISLAMIC POETRY IN ARABIC,
AJAMI, AND SWAHILI
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Current trends in the theme and style of poetry
in African languages across Africa are indeed a vindication of Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o’s (1986) contention
that it is only by writing in African languages that
African writers can best represent authentic African
memories without the strictures of colonial mentality
and colonialist mythology. But these developments,
though impressive, remain stunted and peripheral in
the absence of top-rated, pan-African journals,
anthologies, translations, and prizes devoted to their
promotion.

Several generations of African poets schooled in the
Islamic sciences, law, grammar, and poetics, have
created poetry in a wide diversity of genres such as
quasida and takhmis, among others. These styles
have continued to evolve into an even more complex variety of modern forms since the twentieth
century, as can be gleaned from the hundreds of
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poets in the major languages of the Islamic regions
of Sudanic, Eastern, and the Horn of Africa.
In Somalia (which is famous as a nation of
poets) and related Cushitic nations in the Horn of
Africa, poetry has from time immemorial played a
central role in crucial historical moments and as a
primary means of social interaction in everyday life.
During the early colonial period, especially under
the grip of the Dervish insurrection, verse passed
through a phase of radical nationalism in this highland enclave. Much of this modern nationalist
poetry continues to be orally composed and memorized for reproduction with minimal improvisation in the appropriate political and social settings,
as in the case of the provocative lyrics of the nationalist Dervish leader, Maxamed Cabdile Xasan (c.
1860–1921): ‘‘Grevious times are now upon us,
times of death and woe/The sky has turned to
smoke/There is uproar and shrieking, columns of
dust—/in truth this world is smouldering with
strife/And with forebodings of war. . ./Loyalty to
one’s kind, and respect for the parents of one’s
spouse/Are ways of life which are now dead’’ (in
Andrezjewki and Andrezjewski 1993, 42).
POETRY IN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

Against the foregoing background, modern African
poetry in European languages (including their vernaculars, pidgins, patois; and Creoles, including
Afrikaans) takes it proper place in the canon, not
as the whole, but as one of the currents of a vast
triple heritage. Parallel in origins and motivation as
modern European poetry, its antecedents are a few
eighteenth- to twentieth-century verses composed
in the staid metrical rhymes and poetic diction of
European neoclassicism, romanticism, and nineteenth century Victorianism, against which modernism was a necessary rebellion. Taught in colonial
schools as works representing the great tradition,
poems of this order were produced by the first
African poets and poetasters—the rhymers of nineteenth century Lagos, colonial metropolitan anthologists, and early nationalist poets in European languages such as R. E. G. Armattoe (1913–1953),
Gladys May Casely-Hayford (also known as Aquah
Laluah, 1904–1950), Nnamdi Azikiwe (1904–
1996), and Dennis Osadebay (1911–1995). These
authors were apparently oblivious of the emergent
modernist voices around them and wrote in hackneyed cadences such as the following: ‘‘Pray give me
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none of your airs/.. . ./Being black and old, I need
none;/No smart black silk, nor false airs’’
(Armattoe, ‘‘Forensic Airs’’); ‘‘Let me play with
the whiteman’s ways/Let me work with the black
man’s ways’’ (Osadebay, ‘‘Young Africa’s Plea’’); ‘‘I
who am black now face the belching fire/Where
bullets spurt, to quench another’s ire’’ (CaselyHayford, ‘‘Wings’’).
Nevertheless, their antiracist, pan-African, cultural nationalist sentiments were coterminous with,
and rooted in, the same postcolonial angst as that
out of which stemmed the thematic preoccupations
of avant-garde modernist poets of the twentieth
century, beginning with the poets of the Négritude
movement whose agent provocateur was the French
colonialist assimilation policy.
In the meantime, European settler communities, mostly in East, Central, and Southern Africa,
continued to dominate the African literary scene
with arcane sonnets going back to Edward Heath
Crouch’s 1911 Sonnets of South Africa. In the South
African Cape, the best poetry was for long dominated by the escapist preoccupation with the figure
of Adamastor (from Greek for imitative rival of
Adam), a mythical beast created by the Portuguese
poet Luı́s de Camões (c. 1524–1580) in his epic
poem Os Lusı́adas (The Lusiads, first printed in
1572), as a symbol of the forces of nature Portuguese navigators had to overcome when trying to
round the Cape of Storms, henceforth called the
Cape of Good Hope. The place of this poetry in
the canon of modern African poetry will continue to
remain ambiguous and debatable. Suffused with
memories of Europe, alienated from African traditions, powered by colonialist mythology, this
poetry, by Voorslag writers such as Roy Campbell
(1901–1957) and William Plomer (1903–1973),
was at best paternalistic and for the most part alienated from various expressions of cultural nationalism
which energized most postcolonial African poetry.
By and large, Anglophone modernist poets
rejected what they saw as the spuriousness of the
Négritude cant. Thus Soyinka’s famous dictum,
‘‘The tiger does not proclaim its own tigritude’’ is
matched by Okigbo’s ripostes on the fruitless (‘‘barren’’) worship of the black mystique: ‘‘DOLLS. . ./
Forms/ Of memory,/ To be worshiped/ Adored/
By innocence:/ Creatures of the mind’s eye/Barren—/ Of memory/ Remembrance of things past’’
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(Four Canzones IV, 1961). But what the Anglophones rejected was the thematic preoccupations,
rather than the stylistic accomplishments, of the
Négritude poets. Obumselu (2005) has persuasively
traced the provenance of the stylistic triumphs of
Okigbo’s later chants to his reading of Senghor;
and there is a tacit acknowledgement of Okigbo’s
own admiration for Tchikaya U’Tamsi in some jottings in his previously unpublished papers. By and
large, it is evident that, despite differences in tone,
Francophone African Négritude poets not only
share but also may have strongly influenced the
fusion of what has been described as describes as
modernist bricolage and postcolonial hybridity in
modern African Anglophonic poetics.
These are not the hallmark of only the style of
Okigbo and his West African Anglophone contemporaries from the great Mbari Renaissance of the late
1950s and early 1960s (J. P. Clark, Gabriel Okara,
Wole Soyinka, Lenrie Peters, Kofi Awoonor, Michael
J. C. Echeruo, and Atukwei Okai); the same tendency
is clearly evident in anti-apartheid South Africa poetry
by Dennis Brutus (b. 1924); Mazisi Kunene (b.
1930), Richard Rive (1931–1989), Keorapeste [William] Kgositsile (b. 1938), and Oswald Mtshali (b.
1940), and in the robust anticolonial modernism of
David Rubadiri, Okello Oculi, Taban lo Liyong, and
other East African poets. Thus, commenting on
the English-Swahili heteroglossia of Rubadiri’s oftanthologized lines (‘‘Mtu mweupe karibu’’/White
man you are welcome,/The gate of reeds closes
behind them/And the west is let in; Gikandi (2006)
notes that these lines ‘‘have come to signal the doubleness of the postcolonial literary project, namely the
imperative to mark a space of local identity in the
language of the other and to reroute the signifiers of
colonialism.’’
But it is Okigbo who embodies the quintessence
of modernist bricolage and postcolonial hybridity in
modern African poetry: Any sequence of Okigbo’s
verse can be cited to illustrate these strategies. At the
same time, it is also Okigbo who demonstrates a selfcritical reassessment of the pitfalls of this same aesthetic. In the second part of his Silences (‘‘Lament of
the Drums’’)—a poem lamenting the imprisonment
of Awolowo and the death of his eldest son—Okigbo
creates a dynamic verbal equivalent to Akan talking
drums: ‘‘Long-drums, we awake/Like a shriek of
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incense,/The unheard sullen shriek/Of the funerary
ram://Liquid messengers of blood,/Like urgent
telegrams,/We have never been deployed/For feast
of antelopes’’ (section II) but in the process rejects his
own Euromodernism as ‘‘a dead letter unanswered’’—a ‘‘rococo/Choir of insects’’ and as
‘‘null/Cacophony/..void as a debt summons
served/On a bankrupt’’ (section IV). Later, in
Distances, this obscurantist modernism (‘my scattered
cry’’) is destroyed ‘‘Death herself’’ as god of creation,
leading to the poet’s aesthetic and psychic ‘‘homecoming,’’ the promise of which is seen in his late
occasional poems, especially ‘‘Lament of the Masks’’
and ‘‘Path of Thunder.’’
The Lusophone poets of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, and Equatorial Guinea—
Agostinho Neto (1922–1979), Amı́lcar Cabral
(1924–1973), and others such as Joahim Dias Cordeiro da Matta, Alda do Espı́rito Santo, Jorge Barbosa (1902–1971), Francisco José Tenreiro
(1921–1963), José Craveirinha (1922–2003),
Antonio Jacinto [do Amaral Martins], pseud.
Tavora Orlando (1924–1991), Costa Alegre, Viriato da Cruz (Angola), Noemia de Sousa, Rui de
Noronha, Geraldo Bessa Victor, Alfredo Margarido, Ovidio Martins, and Almada Negreiros—were
faced from the beginning with the menace of
malignant and unyielding Spanish and Portuguese
colonialism. The aestheticist embellishments of
modernism that is so evident in Anglophone modern verse are noticeably intermingled with hardnosed realism. These trappings yield ground to
robust, direct, and often colloquial fireworks
whereby the words of the poem on the page can be
experienced as dynamic verbal correlatives to the
bullets, grenades, bombs, and bayonets for which
there was constant demand in the long years of the
people’s wars of independence. But often the underlying anger, disappointment, and bitterness is paradoxically mediated by hope and humane faith in the
possibility of a world without barriers, as seen in the
lines of Alda do Espirito Santo: ‘‘The blood of those
fallen/In the forest of death/The innocent blood/
The soaks the earth/In a shuddering silence/Will
fertilize the earth/And claim justice//The flame of
humanity/Songs of hope/For a world without barriers/Where freedom becomes the banner/Of all
human beings.’’
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Similar poetry has emerged from other wars, be
they revolutionary wars of independence (Namibia,
Zimbabwe), wars of resistance against repressive or
genocidal regimes (South Africa, Sudan, or Rwanda),
or the civil wars that have arisen from other faces of the
endemic postcolonial moral chaos and sectarian and
religious strife in Africa’s numerous failed states
(Nigeria/Biafra, Congo, Ethiopia/Eritrea, Somalia,
Liberia, and Sierra Leone). Exemplified by the poetry
of the Nigerian civil war, the imagery of violence and
bloodshed that have been fused from the experience
of the postcolonial wars of Africa are often rooted in
the angst of the postcolonial crises that have found
their way into the literature. The authors (for example,
Okigbo, Soyinka, and Ayi Kwei Armah) adopt a
tone of disillusionment with the postindependence
situation.
The same disillusionment can be seen at the
base of the feminist voices (such as Daniele Amrane,
Leila Djabali, Anna Greki, Malika O’Lahsen, Andree
Chedid, Malak’ Abd al-Aziz, Joyce Monsour, Rachida
Madani, Amina Said, Irene Assiba d’Almeida, Ifi
Amadiume, Molara Ogundipe-Leslie, Micere Githae
Mugo, and many others in such anthologies as Busby’s
Daughters of Africa, 1992, and Chipasula’s African
Women’s Poetry, 1995). In ‘‘To Be a Woman,’’ Sjakuntala Hawoldar offers a powerful fusion of personal and
collective, as well as private and public feminist/feminine angst in her portrayal of the once powerful African
womankind as ‘‘a shadow without form/extinguished
by sunlight,/Wombing meaningless men/in the endless chain of need;/. . .worn on rainy days,/like colorless old shoes/groping between pots and pans.’’
In many respects, Soyinka is right in describing
the generation of poets who began writing after the
publication of the landmark anthology, Modern
Poetry from Africa (Moore and Beier 1964), as
The Wasted Generation. Working in the wasteland
of Africa’s postindependence moral and spiritual
nullity, laid to waste physically and psychologically
by endemic warfare, political crises, and negations
of the ideals of the open society, and deprived by
political repression, arrests, imprisonment, and
exile from making positive contributions in their
prime to the orderly growth of their home states,
the tone of the poetry of this generation of African
poets is one of unrelieved pessimism. At best it
could be described as a revolutionary vision
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ranging from a pragmatic prescription for decolonizing the mind to radical political alternatives covering the entire range of the leftist political
spectrum.
Apart from the poets of the Nsukka school, to
be discussed below, leading poets of the wasted
generation include Funso Aiyejena, Jared Angira,
Kofi Anyidoho, Sly Cheney-Coker, Steve Chimombo, Shimmer Chinodya, Frank Chipasula,
Tahar Djaout, Kobina Eyi, Harry Garuba, Chenjarai
Hove, Kojo Liang, Jack Mapanje (b. 1944), Dambudzo, Marechera, Felix Mnthali, Charles Mungoshi, Mukhtar Mustapha, Richard Ntiru, Odia
Ofeimum, Tanure Ojaide, Atukwei Okai, Niyi
Osundare, Sony Labou Tansi, and Ken Saro-Wiwa.
Not only have these authors published at least
one volume of poetry or been featured in leading
new poetry anthologies, several have won national
prizes such as the annual Association of Nigerian
Authors/Cadbury Poetry Prize, or continent-wide
prizes such as the Noma Award and the Christopher Okigbo prize, or global prizes such as the
Commonwealth Poetry Prize.
The Nsukka is particularly vibrant and unified
by a coherent network of aesthetic-thematic linkages resulted in the new series, Nsibidi Library of
Nsukka Poets, edited by Chukwuma Azuonye. As
noted in the Introduction to the first anthology of
the works of this school, Nsukka Harvest
(Azuonye, ed. 1972), ‘‘By 1965, most of the students writing at Nsukka—Wonodi, Clem Abaziem
Okafor, Pol Ndu, Egudu, Bona Onyejeji, Edward
Okwu, and Sam Nwaojigba—had featured in
important anthologies and literary magazines, and
their poetry had become sufficiently engaging to
suggest an anthology. Ulli Beier has readily supplied this in a volume titled Nsukka, long awaited
from Heinemann. If, and when, Ulli Beier’s
anthology appears, it will be the first harvest of
Nsukka poetry and this ‘gathering’ will then take
its proper place as the second harvest anticipated by
Kevin Echeruo.’’ It is against this background that
Obiechina (1992) later observes that ‘‘Okigbo has
influenced not one but two generations of poets,
both of which has made Nsukka their habitat, the
generation of Wonodi and Ndu, and the civil war/
post-civil war generation of Obiora Udechukwu,
Kevin Echeruo, Chukwuma Azuonye), Onuora
Enekwe, Akomaye Oko, and others.’’ Chief among
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the others are Dubem Okafor, Esiaba Irobi (b.
1950), Kalu Uka, Olu Oguibe, and Chimalum
Nwankwo. Beyond the physical geographical and
psychological space of the Nsukka environment,
reverberations of the stylistic preoccupation of the
Nsukka school with ‘‘the figure of the Nigerian
Muse as Watermaid or Dancer,’’ as noted by
Peter Thomas (1972), can be gleaned in the works
of poets from other regions of Africa, among them
Richard Ntiru (b. 1946) whose only collection,
Tensions (1971), has been described as ‘‘rich in
imagery reminiscent of the poetry of Christopher
Okigbo and Pol Ndu.’’
Repression, imprisonment and exile remains a
unifying force between other poets of the Wasted
Generation, as can be seen from the poetry of Bernard Binlin Dadié (b. 1916), Ken Saro-Wiwa
(1941–1995), Steve Chimombo (b. c. 1945), Felix
Mnthali (b. c. 1944), Jack Mapanje, Charles Mungoshi (b. 1947), Mutuzeli Matshoba (b. 1950),
Dambudzo Marechera (1952–1967), Tahar Djaout
(b. 1954), Chenjarai Hove (b. 1956), Shimmer Chinodya (b. 1957), Frank Chipasula, and several
others. These poets were featured in Jack Mapanje’s
anthology, Gathering Seaweed: African Prison Writing (2002) and his earlier personal collection, Chattering Wagtails of Mikuyu Prison (1993).
NEW BEARINGS IN MODERN AFRICAN
POETRY

Since the 1990s, there has been a continued deterioration and uniform failure of the postcolonial
states of Africa, and a massive emigration of
African writers and intellectuals to Europe and the
Americas under pressure from decadent and repressive regimes. As a result, the traditional division of
African poetry into Arabic, African, and European
language traditions, or within the European language tradition into Anglophone, Lusophone, and
Francophone, is rapidly giving way to a new global
consciousness characterized in part by a decolonizing poetics and in part by a universalism that urges
the poet to be seen as a purveyor of universal
humane values. Thus, Nnamdi Azuonye (1982–
2001), who left behind four books of poetry before
his premature death in a car crash, envisioned a
paradigm city far beyond ‘‘where the homeless/
are sheltered with an endearing caress’’ (Paradigm
City 2002, 3). Exile and globalism poetics not only
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deigns the emergent universalist generation of African poets to sing songs of themselves in abjuration of
strictures to personal freedom and a yearning for a free
world, it has also ignited debates on the relevance of
writing in any language other than indigenous African
languages, not including Arabic. Universalist poetics,
on the other hand, is in itself an expression of freedom
from the narrow straights of the still narrowing African aesthetic space. But such freedom has, in some
cases, lured some poets, especially of the new African
diaspora—born and raised or flourishing for most of
their adult lives in Europe and north America—into
the decadent forms of modernist and postmodernist
poetry for the sake of poetry. The directions of these
new trends in modern African poetics are yet to be
fully understood as the third millennium unfolds.
See also Achebe, Chinua; Armah, Ayi Kwei; Azikiwe,
Benjamin Nnamdi; Cabral, Amı́lcar Lopes; Christianity: Missionary Enterprise; Creoles; Literature:
Epics and Epic Poetry; Literatures in African Languages; Literatures in European Languages; Neto,
Agostinho; Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o; Saro-Wiwa, Ken;
Sony Labou Tansi; Soyinka, Wole.
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of Africa are reaching their proper international
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changing continent of Africa is too varied to allow
for easy generalizations (tempting though these
have sometimes proved to be). The main points
to emphasize are African oral literature’s diversity,
versatility, and performance qualities.
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The remarkable narratives, songs, declamations,
and other oral performances in Africa have played
a significant part in challenging the traditional view
of ‘‘literature’’ as confined to written forms. Once
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African oral literature comes in many forms: stories,
praises, laments, epics, lyrics, oratory, drama,
songs, and poetry. It ranges from the high panegyric utterances associated with royal courts to the
electronically mediated singing groups, radio performances, and popular culture of the twenty-first
century, and it is often interfused with music and
with dance.
Stories are everywhere and have been much
collected. Some describe animal characters as a
subtle commentary on the actions and experiences
of humans. The trickster spider (a counterpart of
the Caribbean Anansi) is portrayed in many tales as
a crafty, arrogant, and asocial character, often heading for some ludicrous downfall. There are fictional
stories about human heroes, too, named and
unnamed: the young man in search of a wife, the
willful young girl, the dangers of power, the antics
of fools, fantastic journeys through unknown places, fabulous monsters, or the dilemmas of everyday living. The origin of creation also features in
these fables, often overlapping in theme or protagonists with tales of animals and humans. Narrative
is not confined solely to traditional or uncontentious subjects, however; marginal peoples or special-interest groups can use a story to convey political messages, assert their identities, and express
their viewpoints.
Praise poetry is another notable and often
highly elaborate form of literature dating from at
least the nineteenth century, with especially famous
examples from western and southern Africa. Such
poems are sometimes composed for rulers in a
grand and esoteric style, full of praise epithets,
but they also may be composed for a host of other
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The Lugufu Band, formerly known as Mwenge d’Uvira, before arriving as refugees in Tanzania. Here they are shown
playing with instruments and an amplifier that they made themselves, October 1, 1999, Lugufu, Kigoma, Tanzania. ª GRIGGS MATT/
CORBIS SYGMA

designees, such as cattle, spirits, political parties,
and inanimate objects—even for Nelson Mandela
and the South African football team.
Epic poems have been much collected and
studied: these lengthy narratives relate the miraculous lives and deeds of heroes such as Sunjata,
famous throughout the Mande region as the legendary founder of the Mali empire. Although ‘‘epic’’
has admittedly been a controversial description (one
example of the problems of importing European
genre terms with their sometimes emotive baggage),
critical reassessments of the special features of these
African forms together with copious collecting have
given epics an established place within the African
corpus. Commonly performed through declaimed,
sung, or emotionally heightened delivery and often
with instrumental accompaniment, epic narratives
are presented in person in traditional settings as well
as on radio, cassette, disc, and film.
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In addition to epics, oral literature in Africa
includes the ubiquitous lyrics—relatively short series
of words clothed in song. These lyrics relate to
almost every imaginable subject and setting: mourning songs, religious and ceremonial songs, songs for
special groups (such as hunters or sports teams),
children’s verse, personal songs, political taunts,
and songs inserted into stories or accompanying
work. They are often sung in conjunction with dances following a leader-chorus structure, a traditional
style now emulated by contemporary pop groups.
Many other forms of literature thrive within
and among the many regions and generations of
Africa, including oratory; theatrical performances
(past and present); and proverbs, riddles, or praise
names that contain literary elements. Moreover,
Africa hosts other established and emergent local
genres that are too subtle, diverse, or fluid to be
fully encapsulated within the previous categories.
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Teenaged Xhosa storyteller during a contemplative
David Yali-Manisi (1926–1999) at the University of Fort
Hare, South Africa, 1974. Yali-Manisi was South Africa’a
noted praise poet. His oral and written work in Xhosa thrived
during apartheid rule. PHOTOGRAPH

BY

JEFF OPLAND

moment. Every new generation of Xhosains in South Africa
develops within the context of the stories of the past. Members
of these generations then develop their own traditional stories
to be passed along, never memorizing them, always working
them into the tradition. PHOTOGRAPH

ORAL ARTISTS AND THEIR ROLES

African literary forms are not rooted in the distant
past, nor are they the products of ‘‘the tribe’’ or
‘‘community’’ (as scholars once assumed); in fact,
they are developed by individual men and women
who impart their own personality and creativity to
accepted styles and topics. Their art is sometimes
learned informally. Everyone in a particular community may have some ability to tell stories, for
example, or to sing (or at least join in choruses).
Other individuals work at acquiring expertise in
specific genres, perhaps as self-taught students or
through a more formal arrangement, such as the
expert women performers of specific song genres,
the praise singers attached to rulers’ courts, or the
hereditary griots in the West African Sahel region.
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Similar to literature in other regions of the
world, some African oral literary genres are gender-,
status-, or age-specific, and some practitioners are
more marginalized than others. Overall, however,
African oral artists come from every kind of background, and they are not confined to a few functions
or settings. They perform in homes and villages as
well as in more formal settings such as courts, theaters, street enactments, radio programs, and films.
And just as literary artists everywhere accomplish a
range of purposes with their art, so too do the oral
performers and composers of Africa: they entertain,
propagandize, beguile, satirize, rebel, subvert, preach,
show off, enlighten, obfuscate, innovate, delight with
the beauty of word and voice, and more. They can
uphold authority, but they can also challenge it (praise
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poets, for example, offer criticism as well as praise).
Here again, diversity reigns instead of the blanket
generalizations offered by scholars in previous
generations.
In contrast to the continuity of some traditions, oral literature in Africa is also notable for its
change and versatility. Older genres are often
revived or adapted to suit contemporary concerns
or new ones are created, such as the Zulu Nazarite
hymns or the popular balwo lyric form started by a
Somali lorry driver in the 1950s. The oral literature
forms from the past are being extended by poetry
on video or on the Web; by rap bands; by praise
singers on television; and by trade union songs,
contemporary life stories, songs about AIDS, and
the intersection of writing, voice, and broadcast
media in a plethora of contexts. Forms that might
once have been designated ‘‘hybrid’’ or ‘‘nonAfrican’’ are becoming accepted as the creative
products of innovative practitioners working in a
global arena, such as the northern Nigerian performers who combine Islamic vocabulary with a
performance style recalling both praise singing
and Indian film song, film representations of the
epic hero Sunjata, or a South African praise poet’s
compact disc (CD) in a mixture of Xhosa and
English set to hip-hop music.
PERFORMANCE AND COMPOSITION

Oral literature depends on performance; that is how
it becomes literature. Its essence lies not just in the
text of a story or song, but also in the dynamics of the
occasion, in the art of the performers’ delivery, in the
participation of the audience, and in the mix of verbal
and nonverbal media. The dramatic guttural declamation and posture of the Xhosa praise poet; the
emotion-laden tones, sobs, facial expressions, and
movements of Akan dirge singers; the soaring voice,
musicality, and choreography of lyric delivery by a
leader echoed by a following chorus—these dimensions are all crucial to the literary experience.
Storytellers use both voice and body to convey the
narrative, deploying gesture, ideophones (miniimages in sound), and mimicry, as well as artful use
of songs with audience chorus, enactment of their
characters’ speech, and variations in tempo, pitch,
stress, volume, and atmosphere. Interaction with
their co-participants is part of the performance,
too—the term ‘‘audience’’ is perhaps too passive a
term for observers who also act as co-creators.
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Mid-twentieth century and later scholars have
challenged the assumption that African oral literary
forms have remained essentially unchanged from
their traditional past. The cross-cultural ‘‘oral-formulaic’’ analyses of the 1960s and later demonstrated that, rather than being fixed, oral forms are
commonly modified during performance: the composer-performer draws on formulaic phrases and
themes to put together a unique creation for a
specific occasion. There are many African cases of
this widespread form of oral composition. Thus, in
storytelling, the same story or set of motifs is often
developed differently by different narrators or even
by the same narrator on different occasions, as the
performer responds to the demands and inspiration
of the moment. Similarly, lamenters and praise singers may draw on conventional themes and imageries
to produce unique performances to fit specific personalities or occasions. Other genres, however, in
Africa and elsewhere, depend on separating composition from performance. Women’s personal impango
songs in mid-twentieth-century Zambia, for example,
were thought out first by one woman who elaborated
on them with her friends; next, the songs were
worked over for days by an expert composer; and
finally they were rehearsed and memorized before
their final performance. Somali poets spend hours,
sometimes days, composing certain forms of poetry;
the author’s name is acknowledged when the poem
is recited and deviations from the memorized text are
noted by the audience.
Writing often enters the oral literature canon as
well, perhaps as script or performance notes, or
sometimes as an alternative channel for forms that
are also performed orally (South African praise
poets, for example, have for generations published
written versions of their poems). Audio, video,
film, and the Web also make their own important
contribution to the composition, performance, and
dissemination of oral literature.
FROM PERFORMANCE TO TEXT

Oral performances have long been represented as
written texts. But capturing the work as a written
document—that is, dictating, recording, transcribing,
translating, publishing, and somehow communicating the elements of the performance—is very difficult
to accomplish. The written word cannot adequately
describe the full characterization, emotion, irony, or
dialogue conveyed during a performance, nor can it
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display the gestures, movements, tone, music, or
interplay of overlapping performers. The single-voice
verbal text—the outcome of a series of decisions by
those who have processed and controlled its final
shape—gives only a thin and misleading impression
of the creative and subtle artistry of oral literature.
The increasing availability of audio, video, and
new information technologies has improved the
situation, however. Although these new media also
involve comparable questions of choice, selectivity,
and control, they afford a more dynamic and multimodal framework for representing oral performances and, especially through the global reach of the
Web, for disseminating them to wider audiences in
ways that partly break through the traditional constraints of print.
That there are problems in transforming performance into other media does not mean, however,
that authentic African oral literature exists only in
some original untouched state before being processed by foreign collectors and rewriters. Just as
modern scholars now acknowledge that accurate
translation must involve not only ‘‘faithfulness’’ but
also ‘‘recreation,’’ so too the presentations of African
oral performances, whether written, recorded, or
Web-based, have their own existence and influences—part of the continuing unfolding of literary
and cultural forms within and beyond Africa.
ISSUES AND DEBATES

Despite the fact that contemporary scholars use the
term ‘‘oral literature’’ in comparative study, it still
causes arguments. Some scholars consider it a contradiction, because the Latin etymology of the
word ‘‘literature’’ derives from ‘‘letters’’ (and thus
writing). Moreover, the term ‘‘literature’’ tends to
invoke a spatially defined, one-line text centered on
the verbal, thus sidelining the realities of dynamic,
multidimensional performance. Use of the word
can also lead to classifying African forms under
genres from the traditional Western canon, which
are shaped by outsiders’ definitions rather than
local culture. Some researchers therefore prefer
terms like ‘‘orature,’’ ‘‘auriture,’’ ‘‘oraliture,’’ or
the recently coined ‘‘technauriture.’’ These new
words attempt to describe the voiced and auditory
qualities of performance. Other scholars, however,
argue for retaining the phrase ‘‘oral literature’’ in
order to challenge the narrow identification of
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literature with writing and also to avoid the potentially
‘‘othering’’ connotations of special terminology (as if
African forms lay outside the established cross-cultural concepts and needed their own descriptions).
The term ‘‘literature’’ highlights the artistry and the
verbal elements and their exegesis—as important for
oral as for written forms—and it draws the study of
African oral forms into the terminology and debates of
international scholarship, mutually benefiting scholars within and outside of Africa.
A few researchers contend that oral and literary
modes are independent of each other or even that
they are mutually incompatible. In fact, there are
many past and present examples of interaction and
overlap between oral and written forms. In Africa,
as throughout most of the world, such interplay
has long been a normal part of human communication and expression. Oral and written media
interpenetrate and flow into each other, in the
complex influences of oral genres on written literary works. And literary artists in Africa and elsewhere continue to move readily across the permeable oral-written boundary, combining songs,
spoken word, manuscripts, audio recordings, films,
written scores, and live performances.
See also Camara Laye; Communications: Electronic;
Dance; Language; Literature and the Study of
Africa; Mandela, Nelson; Media: Book Publishing;
Music; Myth and Cosmology; Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o;
Popular Culture; Senghor, Léopold Sédar; Theater.
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RUTH FINNEGAN

POPU LAR LITERAT URE

Popular literature, in its African model, denotes an
urban-based form of literature with a strong, multifaceted, but often troubled attachment to the locality of its ascendance. Well known is the Onitsha
market literature, locally produced and distributed
booklets about how to make Igbo smartness a
vehicle for personal (male) success and material
acquisition. In the 1950 and 1960s, this literature
initiated a revolution in literary entrepreneurship
with wide regional and thematic repercussions for
the rest of the continent. The pamphlets were, at
the outset, primarily written by young men, graduates, secondary school students, and journalists,
many of whom acquired more advanced writing
skill with time; their audiences, however, remained
low-level office workers, taxi drivers, and, when the
pamphlets found their way into English literacy
programs in schools, school teachers and their students. There was no clear socioethnic link between
the authors (if they may be identified at all) and
their audiences; neither was there any clear affiliation between author and publisher except monetary as the traders or bookseller-publishers normally bought the manuscript and then did what
they wanted with it (even rewriting it).
The Onitsha chapbook industry had its boom
in the late 1960s, when some forty separate booksellers competed for space and the naira (Nigerian
currency) on New Market Road in the city. Titles
such as Veronica My Daughter would be reprinted
and appropriated in many and various editions,
resulting in over one hundred thousand copies
being sold. The industry was an inspiring model
for other initiatives in local book making and
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marketing ability (also in film and the comics)
across a book-hungry Africa. A parallel phenomenon, also with roots in the colonial times, is
Hausa popular fiction that had its roots in conservative Muslim societies and cities such as Zariya,
Kaduna, Katsina, Sokota, and Kano. From 1984
onwards, Kano market literature has been one of
the most uncompromising and innovative text productions on the continent. Young Muslim youths
started at this time to transform locally produced
television melodramas into full-length novels or
novellas, struggling not only against unwilling
publishers but also a conservative public in their
takes on forced marriage and the interplay between
womanhood, culture, and religion.
Local entrepreneurship and indigenous creativity with literary aspirations have operated from the
beginning in an interface with the global, where the
two are enmeshed with each other to the extent that
the conventional dichotomy of center/periphery
becomes an inadequate term to describe the
African book market. The global, whether it represents this literature’s penchant for the North
American or European romance, thriller, detective
story, and the Indian film or the competitive and
extended activity of multinational publishers of, say,
Heinemann, Macmillan, and Longman, is deflected
and refracted by local interpretation and resonances.
So the romance form, when appropriated in the
Longman Drumbeat series, provides space for indigenous women writers to debate questions of social
transformation, careers, education, and marriage;
Macmillan’s Pacesetter series and Heinemann’s
Heartbeat recast and reacculturate their models in
a similar disrupting manner in order to intersect
with the desires of their readers for accountability.
The Nairobi thriller of the 1980s Spear Books series
(East African Educational Publishers; former Heinemann) indigenizes New York street texts into topical
urban dramas about a disintegrating Kenyan masculinity and nationality.
African small fiction is multimedial, producing
separate texts that comment on, amplify, and quote
one another, however foreign in conventional
terms they may be to each other. Hausa popular
literature is inspired by Hollywood and Bollywood
cinema; the life-skills comics of South African
(Johannesburg) Storyteller’s Group’s Heart to
Heart (from 1994) and the Soul City project’s
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Body and Soul (1997) are equally media rich, both
local and trans-African in content and theme. In
these text formations, global homogenizing structures merge with indigenizing, excluding ones. The
outcome is a polyphonic ensemble that mimics and
transliterates the parts of which it is made. Its discursive feature is repetition, imitation, and hybridization. Academia’s overall rejection (by silencing,
reduction, and scorn) of African popular literature
is based on ignorance of how the principles of
intertextuality and intermediality work.
For many, another disturbing feature of popular literature is its unabashed will to both entertain
and educate simultaneously, mixing moral or political standpoints with the fantasy world of the
comic, the ebullient, and the exciting. The most
amazing literary enterprises have developed where
the authors-as-storytellers preach the virtues of
education and healthy lifestyle through proverbspeaking errant heroes and heroines, in love stories,
short fiction, and comics. The comics of Joe
(Kenya, 1973–1979), for instance, focused on the
ordinary as the utopia through educating, far
beyond the relative short period of its existence, a
middle-class urban population how to cope with
life in the city via acts of self-derision and laughter
at the other. The romance formula and the urban
thriller arena are two other modes for education
and entertainment in the broad sense with a wide
appeal across the continent. To turn the romance
or the thriller into a radical, socially transformative
text requires both skill and audacity. The Hausa
women’s self-reflective novellas of the 1980s and
onwards interrogate gender and space relations and
break cultural taboos. The Spear Books thrillers
(Kenya) of the same period also adopted the autobiographical approach to discuss sociopolitical realities of the urban poor. Repentant ex-criminals and
degenerate police officers masculinize African short
fiction that still manages, directly or indirectly, to
debate social amendments.
State bureaus have been agents of much
destruction, but also an inspiration for popular fiction writing in Africa. The South African Drum
magazine and its urban stories of the 1950s and
those of the Staffrider magazine, produced two
decades later, had their offspring in township community defiance. The intersection of the printed and
the spoken word in Africa is deeply implicated by
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communal and collective desires. It is no wonder
that authorities of all kinds (religious, patriarchal,
political, and ethnic) react, often violently, when
their interests are questioned by popular words and
gestures. Polygamy, marriages of coercion, purdah
(the Islamic tradition of seclusion), and education of
women, are issues that Kano market literature grapples with, and as a consequence, it is constantly
threatened by censorship and banning orders.
Women writers such as Zaynab Alkali (b. 1950),
Nandi D’lovu (b. 1919), and Helen Aiyeohusa
Ovbiagele (b. 1944) (in Macmillan’s Pacesetters series) defy masculine ideological registers and experimentally search for new gender identities and nonaffiliated kinship structures. If male popular literature
is waging an ongoing battle against the state bureau,
feeding on it, and also occasionally collapsing under
it, women’s popular literature has opted to write
back to a traditional authority composed not only
of patriarchal regulations but also of rigid storytelling
conventions and generic stereotyping. Women’s
rewriting becomes an act of subversion without turnabouts. Newell writes: ‘‘Positioned thus, they
[women writers] might problematise the figures of
the ideal wife, the rural mother or the good-time
girl, but they do not necessarily reject these popular
constructions of femininity’’ (2002, 8).
One of popular literature’s grand signifiers is
hybridity, and nowhere is this phenomenon more
prevalent than in its lingual text worlds. Hausa literature, for instance, interacts with the video market as
much as it transfers its texts between English and
Hausa, also mixing the two (Engausa). English here,
as in the Onitsha chapbooks, is associated with selfpromoting, individualism, and the rich world; it is
prestigious and iconic to the point of effacing intelligibility and proficiency. English is remarkably not
read for what it says but for what it shows. It is
synonymous with modernity and access to material
and symbolic capital, thus it is also a sore postcolonial problem. Most African writers of popular fiction
shuffle between languages and translate, transliterate, and retranslate them and themselves in the
process of writing. ‘‘No rules, no syntax,’’ is how
Saro-Wiwa describes the rotten English spoken by
Sozaboy (of the novel of the same name). The inbetween, disparate, unsettled character of the language of this novel could be seen as an attempt at
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enacting an alternative national self-reflection based
on plurality.
This is not to say that African popular literature
is all in English. There is an abundance of small
fiction and popular novels in Swahili, Pidgin,
Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba, and many other languages
that are read for their poignant comments on
everyday life. For instance, the Swahili popular
novel of Tanzania has for decades been preoccupied with the Ujamaa treatise (African socialism),
speaking vehemently for and against it; in more
recent times this focus has splintered in its attempts
to confront the disillusion and dire social conditions that weigh down the region (Kenya and Tanzania). African language-centered popular fiction
has long been part of a mythologizing of the nation
that is more conservative than revolutionary. Furthering an African language is always a political act,
but so is the opposite move. The Tanzanian novelist Muhammed Said Abdulla’s (b. 1918) detective
hero Bwana Msa (an African Sherlock Holmes)
may be seen as a linguistic and nationalistic propagandist (Swahili and Tanzania). However, despite
the politics of purity versus impurity that may be
inferred from their different language practices,
Bwana Msa and Saro-Wiwa’s Sozaboy are equally
likeable heroes, each mesmerized and appalled by
the spectacle of power that surrounds them.
See also Globalization; Kano; Marriage Systems; Popular
Culture; Saro-Wiwa, Ken; Women; Youth.
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Proverbs and riddles are among the poetic verbal
art forms of most African societies. Compared to
other poetic forms, and indeed to all other forms of
verbal art, they are extremely short—in the case of
riddles sometimes as brief as a word or a sound. Of
the two, proverbs, by far the more important, have
attracted the attention of more collectors and
scholars. They are ubiquitous in African societies,
with the possible exception of the Khoesan of
southern Africa, and the Nilotic and Hamitic
groups residing in a stretch from the area of the
Horn north and west along the Mediterranean
coast.
Their appeal to collectors and scholars reflects
their popularity in traditional discourse. The Igbo
(Ibo) of eastern Nigeria describe them as the palm
oil with which words are eaten, while the Yoruba,
their compatriots to the west, say proverbially that
proverbs are the vehicles of speech; when communication goes awry, proverbs come to the rescue.
Proverbs are incisive in their propositions and
terse in their formulation. They are deduced from
close observations of life, the characteristics and
habits of life forms, and the environment and natural phenomena, and from sober reflections on
these. Because they are held to express unexceptionable truths, resort to them in a discussion or
argument is tantamount to appeal to incontrovertible authority. This is one reason they are virtually
indispensable in formal and informal verbal interactions; their absence in speech reduces its impact,
while their apt use significantly enhances it. They
even pervade all other (major) forms of verbal art,
in which their use confers greater effectiveness.
Archer Taylor must have had the general acceptance of their sagacity and veracity in mind when he
described proverbs as ‘‘the wisdom of many and
the wit of one’’: the artistry involved in their formulation is one person’s (usually anonymous), but
their truth is accepted by all (‘‘The Wisdom of
Many and the Wit of One,’’ Swarthmore College
Bulletin 54 [1962]: 4). Yet no society’s proverbs
speak with one voice, a society’s repertoire being a
record of the plurality of views, opinions, and attitudes that society has known. For every proverb
that makes a judgmental assertion, one would most
probably find others expressing a contradictory
view. This eclectic quality makes them invaluable
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archives of the intellectual and ideational history of
the community.
Proverbs not only lend rhetorical effectiveness
to speech but also perform important social functions. They may indicate the sort of behavior society considers appropriate, as does, for example, the
Jabo (Liberia) proverb, ‘‘a grown-up who emulates
children is a fool,’’ or they may comment on an
occurrence, as with the Zulu saying, ‘‘the beast has
fallen on its horns,’’ referring to a person’s prostration by misfortune. The Fulani of Nigeria say
‘‘before the old woman made soapsuds the tick
bird was clean,’’ a rebuke to a person who erroneously believes that he or she is indispensable to
another’s well-being. Perhaps most importantly,
proverbs’ cryptic and indirect manner of expression
make them most useful in African societies which,
being close-knit in general, place great stock in
relational delicacy and tact.
Riddles are closely related to proverbs in that
they are also brief and based on close observation
of nature. Some riddles are a mere word or sound
long, for example the Kamba (Kenya) riddle ‘‘seh!’’
whose answer is ‘‘A needle stabbed the sand,’’
‘‘seh’’ being the sound the needle supposedly made
on entry. Essentially they are metaphorical; they
pose questions (implicit or explicit) to be solved
by identifying a thing whose characteristics match
those indicated in the question. The analogy might
be of sound, rhythm, tone, or appearance (for
example the Yoruba ‘‘a thin staff touches earth
and sky’’ whose answer is rain), and it might be
simply metaphorical, as in the Sotho riddle from
South Africa, ‘‘a tree on which all birds sit’’—a
chief.
Proverbs are usually not associated with special
occasions but occur virtually anytime people speak;
riddles, by contrast, are confined to a few special
instances of verbal gaming and are for that reason
less popular. Some scholars have dismissed them as
being of minor and childish interest, meant for
mere entertainment rather than education. That
judgment is only partially correct, however. Among
the Yoruba, for example, riddling is typically a
preliminary to evening storytelling. The riddles
exercise the intellect and bring it to a state of
heightened alertness before the telling of the tales
from which the listeners must extract important
morals. Riddles are thus kin to dilemma tales,
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which also demand the application of intelligence
to solving difficult problems. As for the relegation
of riddles to childish interest, it can be rebutted
with the fact that in Nigerian circles riddles are
often an item on the entertainment program for
adult birthday parties and wedding receptions.
The closeness between proverbs and riddles is
evident in the following Yoruba proverb-riddle:
‘‘The elephant died and Mangudu ate it; the buffalo died and Mangudu ate it; Mangudu died but
found no creature to eat it.’’ As a proverb it could
refer to a person who always came to the aid of
those in need, but found no succor in his or her
own time of need. As a riddle its answer is the
grave.
See also Language; Languages; Literatures in African
Languages; Literatures in European Languages.
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T RA NS LA TI O N

Translation and lack of translation affect the daily
lives of African people no less than political, economic, social, and cultural activities in African
countries. Over 2,000 languages are spoken in
Africa. Historically, translation and multilingualism
have been essential to intercultural communication, and this remains the case. Many, perhaps
most, people in Africa are multilingual and often
are adept at practical translation. In most African
countries, the language of the former colonial
country remains the language of government, business, and education, even though only a minority
of the population may speak it. Colonial governments and postcolonial dictatorships seldom made
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efforts to translate legal documents or government
policy statements into the languages understood by
most African subjects. In addition, the provision of
education, health care, and social services has often
been constrained by limited translation and interpretation capability. In post-apartheid South Africa
and since the 1990s in countries with strong democratization movements, there has been considerable
effort devoted to translation of medical, legal, and
policy documents into various vernaculars. Translation is of particular importance in countries where
tourism is significant to the economy. Language and
translation training are provided by governmentsponsored and private schools.
There has been little study of translation in Africa,
and most of the few available studies of translation
focus on literary translation into English or French.
The works most widely translated into African languages have been the Bible, the Qurpan, John
Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress, and Shakespeare’s
plays. Bible translation work has been extensive and
is ongoing, both in translation of the Bible into additional languages and in the revision of existing translations. The Pilgrim’s Progress has been translated into
eighty African languages. There have been sixty translations of Shakespeare’s plays into languages of South
Africa. A few works by major African authors have also
been translated into African languages. Works by
authors such as Chinua Achebe, Ngũgı~wa Thiong’o,
and Wole Soyinka have been translated into Swahili.
In South Africa, there has been extensive translation
between English and Afrikaans.
During the colonial era, missionaries and colonial officials translated a variety of additional texts
into African languages and also collected and translated examples of African-language literatures.
Although many of these translations are based on
handwritten transcriptions of spoken words and are
only of historical interest, a few translations from
this period, such as William E. Taylor’s (1856–
1927) Saws from Swahililand and Robert S.
Rattray’s (1881–1938) Akan-Ashanti Tales, are of
enduring value. Another example, recently translated into English, is the collection of Swahili historical poems by German colonial officials now
available in the volume Kala Shairi.
Anthropologists and historians have also collected, transcribed, and translated a wide range of
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African language texts. Notable translations by
anthropologists have included those in Melville J.
(1895–1963) and Frances S. Herskovit’s (b. 1897)
Dahomean Narrative, Karin Barber and Báyò Ògúndijo’s Yoruba Popular Theater, Peter Seitel’s See So
That We May See, and Kelly Askew’s Performing the
Nation. Johannes Fabian (b. 1937) and Vincent de
Rooij (b. 1962) provide English translations for most
of the texts in their Archives of Popular Swahili on
their Internet site ‘‘Language and Popular Culture in
Africa’’ (http://www2.fmg.uva.nl/lpca/).
Historians who have translated major works or
other texts in African languages into English have
included John Hunwick (Sharia in Songhay and
Timbuktu and the Songhay Empire), Mustapha Kane
and David Robinson (The Islamic Regime of Fuuta
Tooro), Sarah Mirza and Margaret Strobel (Three
Swahili Women), Rex S. O’Fahey (b. 1940; Land in
Dar Fur), Randall L. Pouwels (The Shaf qi Ulama of
East Africa), Leroy Vail and Landeg White (b. 1940;
Power and the Praise Poem: Southern African Voices in
History), and Charles Van Onselen (The Seed Is Mine).
The majority of English translations of African
literary works were published from the 1960s to the
1990s in the Heinemann African Writers Series.
Significant translations from French in this series
included Léopold Sédar Senghor’s Nocturnes, Tchicaya U. Tamsi’s Selected Poems, Mongo Beti’s Mission to Kala, Ferdinand Oyono’s Houseboy, and
Ousmane Sembène’s God’s Bits of Wood. Works
originally written in Portuguese that were published
in the series included Luis Bernardo Honwana’s We
Killed Mangy Dog and Other Mozambique Stories,
Lı́lia Momplé’s Neighbors, José Luandino Vieira’s
Luuanda: Short Stories of Angola, The Real Life of
Domingos Xavier, and Poems from Angola. Works
translated from Arabic in the series included Naguib
Mafhouz’s Miramar, Tayeb Salih’s Wedding of
Zein, Season of Migration to the North, and An
Egyptian Childhood: The Autobiography of Taha
Hussein. Translations of works in other African languages published in the series included Ngũgı~ wa
Thiong’o’s novels Devil on the Cross and Matigari,
Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o and Ngugi wa Mirii’s I Will
Marry When I Want, Amadu’s Bundle: Fulani Tales
of Love and Djinns, Igbo Traditional Verse, and
Thomas Mofolo’s Chaka. During the same period,
Oxford University Press published translations of
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oral literatures in the Oxford Library of African
Literature series.
More recently, American University in Cairo
Press has published numerous English translations
of works in Arabic, as has the University of Texas
Press in its Modern Middle Eastern Literature in
Translation Series. The University Press of Virginia
has published English translations of works in
French by African authors, including a bilingual
collection of the poetry of Léopold Sédar Senghor.
Other publishers that have produced English translations of works by African authors have included
Zed Press, Michigan State University Press, and
Red Sea Press/Africa World Press. English translations of African language epics have included The
Mwindo Epic and The Epic of El Hadj Umar Taal of
Fuuta. Excerpts from translations of twenty-five
West, North, and Central African epics are included
in Oral Epics from Africa.
Translators and editors have used a variety of
strategies to resolve the difficulties of translating
poetry. For example, two translators, one of whom
was a poet, translated each of the poems in Modern
Arabic Poetry. Similarly, the poet Charles Cantalupo collaborated with the author Reesom Haile to
translate the latter’s poetry in Tigrinya, and Red
Sea Press published bilingual editions of the poems
with the Tigrinya text written in Geqez. The publisher also produced CDs that included the poems
and the translations.
See also Achebe, Chinua; Apartheid; Beti, Mongo; Languages; Literatures in African Languages; Literatures
in European Languages; Mahfouz, Naguib; Ngũgı~wa
Thiong’o; Postcolonialism; Salih, Tayeb; Sembène,
Ousmane; Senghor, Léopold Sédar; Soyinka, Wole.
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ANN BIERSTEKER

W OM EN WR IT E RS , N OR TH E RN AF RI CA

Maghrebi women writers are well known for postcolonial literary productions and autobiographical writings. These writings are rooted in social realities and
seek to challenge institutional discourses, (re)define
the architecture of the public and private spaces, and
promote change. This literature is mainly couched in
French and Arabic. Francophone literature started in
the late 1960s and beginning of the 1970s, more than
a decade after the independence of Maghrebian
countries (1956 for Morocco and Algeria, and 1962
for Algeria). The pioneer Francophone Maghrebi
women writers, such as Fatema Mernissi (Morocco)
and Assia Djebar (Algeria) were urban, educated,
and belonged to the elite. In her writings, Mernissi
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addresses the male exploitation of the Arab-Islamic
political system. She describes the painful relationship
between women and political Islam, maintaining that
men have always used religion to obtain and maintain
power and exclude women. Djebar has written extensively about Algeria and its struggle from colonial
powers. She depicts the suffering of Algerian women
and their contributions to the war of independence.
Tunisia’s Azza Filali (2003), from a younger generation, depicts middle-class and well-educated
women; her female characters have university
degrees and professions that allow them economic
independence. Filali’s heroines are active both at
home and at work. In contrast, men come home to
eat, read the newspapers, and watch television.
From the early 1970s onward, Maghrebi women’s Francophone literature was accompanied by
women’s literature in Arabic. Leila Abouzeid and
Khnata Bennouna (1967) of Morocco are two
examples. Whether in French or Arabic, Maghrebi
women’s writings tackle the same topics: women’s
oppression and struggle for self-expression. In the
early twenty-first century, Maghrebi women’s writings are multilingual and versatile. The main axes
around which reflection is organized reside at the
crossroads between social structures, political institutions and their agendas, cultural values and
norms, and economic constraints. Imagination in
the Maghrebi women’s writings is often shaped by
the stories told by mothers in childhood. Leila
Abouzeid (2000) is one example.
A significant aspect these writings is that they
are so rooted in oral cultures and traditions. The
emerging vibrant literature, female cinema industry, and other media are using the best of orature to
retrace and relocate women’s history in Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, and Mauritania.
In contrast to written literature, orature is
orally composed and transmitted, and often created
to be verbally and communally performed. Central
to this creation is language. Language is the primary means of learning and transmitting one’s culture, and it is used to help define and distinguish
different ethnic groups and cultures. Maghrebi
women’s voices are multilingual and multiethnic.
However, of all women’s oral tongues, Berber is
the most female of all. Thanks to women, Berber
survived for more than 3,000 years despite that it
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has never been the official language of a central
government (even under Berber dynasties), and
despite that it has always had to compete with
strong, often religion-backed languages such as
Phoenician, Latin, and Arabic.
Oral texts comprise poems, songs, folktales, and
testimonies. In addition to their aesthetic beauty,
the oral texts show that, by detaining religious and
sacred healing power, as well as leadership skills and
nationalistic fervor, women were not only prominent in their family, community, and country, but
they also held the creative power to express their
deep personal concerns in an environment that has
been hostile to such an expression. Many of the
texts show that women reacted orally to diverse
matters relating to family, culture, society, community, leadership, nationalistic drives, language loyalty,
and the inner self.
Spiritual and political guidance sometimes constitute a natural mix in Maghrebi women’s orature.
Such female leadership relies more on recognized
personal power than on institutionalized authority.
Kahena was a notorious Berber queen and army
leader who was born and lived in the Aures
Mountains in Algeria some time in the 600s CE.
She is depicted in Ibn Khaldun’s Al-Muqaddimah as
the woman who dared defy the Arabs. The myths
and legends of Kahena are used in the literature.
Orature was also used by North African women
to express strong rebellion and anger against the
European colonizers. Although their voices were
not recorded in the official historical accounts of
nationalist movements, many of them were so
strong that they have been transmitted throughout
the decades that followed the independence of the
North African countries and immortalized in popular songs and testimonies. Also, old women have
kept alive many poems, songs, and oral testimonies.
In Morocco, the poems of Tawgrat Walt Issa N’ait
Sokhman, a Berber illiterate and semi blind professional poet who lived at the end of the nineteenth
and beginning of the twentieth centuries, are an
example of such orally transmitted works. Tawgrat’s poems are crucial for highlighting the Middle Atlas armed resistance. In addition to urban
areas, Moroccan armed resistance took place in
the Rif Mountains in the north, the Middle Atlas
in the center, and the High Atlas in the south.
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FATIMA SADIQI

W O ME N W RI T ER S, SU B- SA HA RA N A FR I CA

In Africa one could safely say that women’s writing
came on the wings of freedom. With the exception
of South Africa and the Portuguese colonies, most
African countries had liberated themselves from
colonialism by the late 1950s or early 1960s. A
decade later, women writers started to appear all
over the continent, bringing the African woman’s
point of view into the public sphere for the first
time, thus breaking the ancestral custom which
barred women from public speaking. For African
women, writing came as a double liberation, first
from the oppression of colonialism and second
from the patriarchal imposition of silence.
As writers in European languages, African
women belong to a relatively new literary tradition,
born for the most part of colonialism and engaged
in the reaction against it after World War II. The
late 1950s was a watershed period for African letters, with the appearance of such young male novelists as Mongo Beti, Camara Laye, Cheikh H.
Kane, Chinua Achebe, Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o and
Wole Soyinka. Brought up under colonialism, these
young writers came of age with independence and
thus simultaneously became the witnesses of their
liberation and the creators of a new African
literature.
As for women writers, very few wrote during the
colonial period, and those who did were Anglophone. These include Adelaide Casely-Hayford
(1868–1959) from Sierra Leone and her daughter
Gladys May Casely-Hayford or Aquah Laluah
(1904–1959); Mabel Dove-Danquah (b. 1910) from
the Gold Coast (Ghana); and Caroline Ntseliseng
Klaketla (b. 1918), who was the first woman from
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Lesotho to be published. African women’s writing
became formally and globally recognized with the
Nigerian novelist Flora Nwapa’s first novel, Efuru,
published in 1966 by Heinemann in London. Thirty
years later, African women writers constituted an
ever-increasing literary presence on the continent.
In sub-Saharan Africa at the close of the twentieth
century, women’s writing was entering its second
generation. Although a fair amount of poetry, songs,
and plays are written in various African vernaculars,
the bulk of the corpus is in European languages and
more precisely in French and English.
This essay considers female novelists writing in
French and English who are of African descent.
The rationale behind inclusion is not a question
of race but rather of history and analytical coherence. Black African women writers, regardless of
their specific cultures and languages, share a major
historical experience: the trauma of a colonial past.
However, an exception will be made in the case of
the Nobel Prize–winner Nadine Gordimer. Her
work will be discussed briefly in the section on
South Africa. Furthermore, they are linked by a
commonality of traditions and customs that can
be found in many African societies, such as polygamy; the importance of motherhood; genderdefined field and household tasks, which are basically the same all over the continent; as well as the
major role women have always played in commerce
and storytelling. To these common experiences one
must add the joint heritage of oral literature, or
‘‘orature,’’ defined by the Ugandan literacy critic
Pio Zirimu as any unwritten creativity. Although
these unwritten texts vary with each African culture, epic and initiation poems, songs, folktales,
and proverbs are found all over the continent.
The oral literature of Africa represents an enormous literary corpus that is as much an integral
part of the contemporary African writer’s inspiration and influence as the Western literary canon
learned in European schools. This rich and diverse
common background gives to the African woman’s
writing a remarkable coherence of vision in spite of
the cultural differences.
In contemporary African societies, plagued by
economic and social difficulties, women and the
family constitute the cornerstone of the social
stability upon which the future of the continent
will be built. Keenly aware of this fact, African
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women writers cast a cold eye on their respective
societies and use their fictional worlds to denounce
ancestral misogyny and the many injustices that are
and have always been inflicted against women. In
their criticisms of certain traditional mores such as
polygamy, forced marriages, genital mutilation,
and limited access to education, they exhibit what
the West would interpret as a feminist attitude.
And yet, most female novelists refuse the label
‘‘feminist’’ as another Western ideological frame
into which they must fit. They distance themselves
from an ideology that was elaborated for a world
that bears very little resemblance to their own.
African women’s demands for equality and the
abandonment of certain traditions no longer valid
are not to be viewed as strictly gender related, but
rather as comprising their participation in the larger
goal of nation building. For example, as a rule
African women have the right to vote; many have
occupied ministerial posts, and in 2006 Ellen
Johnson-Sirleaf was elected president of Liberia.
But in many instances girls still do not have access
to education. In contemporary Africa, the state
came into existence before the nation, and African
women writers envision their liberation in the context of a nation in the making, which implies deep
social change as well as political will.
THE WRITERS AND THEIR AUDIENCE

But who are these women who, going against the
traditional grain, feel that the time has come for
them to speak up? Are they the modern avatar of
the griots so prominent in traditional West Africa,
or that of the ancestral storytellers? This filiation,
proposed by many critics, is in fact quite problematic. For if it holds, the female griots or praise
singers, in contrast to their present or past male
counterparts, never sing the history of the group or
the royal genealogy. As praise singers, they can be
at the disposal of a single, notable individual. They
often perform traditional songs at weddings or
festivities. In fact, their role is defined by centuries
of practice, and the range of their creativity remains
in their performance and vocal quality.
The same can be said of the storyteller, whose
role is to teach her audience, mostly women and
children, the wisdom of the clan, the tales being as
a rule didactic in intent. If, according to Chinua
Achebe, the modern writer is to be the teacher of
his or her people, the message of the written text
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differs radically from the oral one. Contemporary
African writers in general, but female writers in
particular, do not praise the tradition, nor do they
wish to maintain the status quo—quite to the contrary. The written word of women weaves subversive tales: texts that are no longer the new performance of an old story but a creation born of the
writer’s imaginary world, a private universe spun
from the experiences and emotions of an individual
often in conflict with her own culture. It may be
that the solitude essential to writing—especially
writing in a foreign language-inevitably distances
the writer from her social context.
So who are these women writers? They are, for
the most part, Western educated and the product
of some of the best French and British schools.
They write in a language that is not theirs, the
language of the former colonialist. This plight of
the African writers sentenced to create a whole
literature in an imposed language was the object
of passionate discussion among the male writers of
the first generation. The debate is still open and is
revisited periodically. Interestingly, women writers
show very little anguish in regard to the language
question. They see French or English as a tool
which gives them access to self-expression, a means
‘‘to break the silence,’’ to quote Calixthe Beyala.
This desire to be heard publicly, to be present, to
have a voice and to give a voice to the silent majority of women, is an end in itself. Like the
Senegalese writer Nafissatou Diallo (b. 1941),
who feels that she did not write just to tell a story
but to break the taboos that prevent women from
publicly lifting the veil from their private thoughts,
the African woman writer, willingly or not, speaks
not only for herself but often serves as the spokesperson for the women of her society. Conscious of
this grave responsibility, the Nigerian critic and
poet Molara Ogundipe-Leslie (b. 1949) considers
that the African woman writer has a triple obligation: as a woman, as a writer, and as a third-world
citizen. Not all women writers espouse this ontology, but as a rule they agree, even if they feel
burdened by it, that when they speak their voice
is plural.
But for whom do they write? For the Western
public, which has easy access to the books that are
mostly published in Europe, although publishing
houses are present here and there in Africa. In an
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interview given to the New York Times, the
Nigerian novelist Buchi Emecheta (b. 1944) said
that it was time for Africa to tell its own story in its
own terms. Tsitsi Dangarembga (b. 1959), a poet,
playwright, novelist and filmmaker from Zimbabwe, said she wanted to write because she realized that she was absent from the books that she
read. As for the African public, only the educated
segment of the population is literate, and this
means fewer women than men read. And yet, Africans show an ever-increasing interest in their literature and, according to the Senegalese novelist
Aminata Sow Fall, those who are unable to read
manage to have books read to them.
The immense success of Mariama Bâ’s first
novel, Une si longue lettre (1979; published in
English as So Long a Letter in 1981), underscores
this point. This novel marks a turning point in the
history of the African novel in that for the first
time, the narrative voice is that of the female protagonist telling her own story. The emergence of
this first-person narration, the overwhelming presence of this fictional ‘‘I,’’ was revolutionary in the
literary context of the time. In contrast to the
autobiographical first person much in favor in
Western women’s writing, which represents only
the narrator-author, the fictional ‘‘I’’ of Mariama
Bâ’s heroine is collective. It represents the voice of
the Senegalese woman, telling her society and the
world that she exists as an individual, that she is
suffering from societal injustices, and that from
now on she will decide how to live her life. The
novel became a best seller whose success is yet to be
equaled, thus indicating the need that women had
to read their own story: for the first time they had a
voice.
WRITING ABOUT THEMSELVES

What do African women write about? Before
answering this question, it must be noted that in
spite of the enormous cultural diversity that characterizes the African continent, the cohesiveness of
women writers’ preoccupations comes as a remarkable yet not so surprising finding. After all, most
African states are experiencing the same postcolonial socioeconomic difficulties, which greatly affect
the welfare of women and children, particularly in
the urban areas. Furthermore, the status of women,
which stems from traditional rural customs in effect
all over the continent since time immemorial, is
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confronted everywhere with the forces of change
brought on by women’s access to education and
their newly established rights as citizens.
Women write about themselves; from the 1970s
onward, a fair amount of autobiographies were
published in conjunction with the appearance
of the feminine novel. In Francophone Africa,
Nafissatou Diallo led the way with her autobiography, De Tilène au plateau: Une enfance dakaroise
(1975; published in English as A Dakar Childhood
in 1982), followed in 1983 by the remarkable Le
baobab fou (The Abandoned Baobab: The Autobiography of a Senegalese Woman, 1991) by Ken Bugul
(Marietou M’Baye) and by Andrée Blouin’s My
Country, Africa: Autobiography of the Black Pasionaria, which, oddly enough, was written in English
with the help of an American woman. According to
the Bénin critic Irène Assiba d’Almeida, these three
texts share a common goal, that of autobiography
as a means for self-discovery. A similar claim could
be made for the works of Anglophone writers such
as Charity Waciuma’s Daughter of Mumbi (1969),
Noni (Nontando) Jabavu’s autobiographical novel
Drawn in Color: African Contrasts (1960), Sekai
Nzenza’s Zimbabwean Woman: My Own Story
(1988) and the Kenyan Marjorie Oludhe Macgoye’s Coming to Birth (1986). These autobiographies read as a personal rendition of their authors’
lives, but they also weave themselves with the history of a nation thus stand as feminine and political
testimonies, valuable for the Western and African
reader alike.
Women also write about themselves in their
fiction, which represents the main corpus of their
literary production. The fictional writing of African
women can be analyzed along three main axes or
thematic fields of creative inquiry: the world of
women; women in the world; and the world
according to women.
The world of women refers to the gendered
psychic space into which women are born and in
which they find themselves locked, fulfilling the
role that society has allocated them in the name
of biology. Consequently, in female fiction the first
role to be revisited is that of motherhood. The
maternal image so prominently explored by male
writers of the first generation, and particularly
in Francophone fiction, in which the mother
often symbolizes Africa in its ancestral glory, is
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demystified in women’s fiction. Here, mothers
and mothers-in-law usually occupy secondary roles.
Their rigid attitudes anchored in the past are seen
as a negative force burdening the young generation, which they often beat into compliance
through emotional blackmail.
In traditional thinking, maternity and sterility,
like a Janus mask, represent the two faces of the
African woman’s destiny. Women writers reject this
concept, which reduces woman to her biology and
promotes motherhood to the rank of an institution. Rather, they portray motherhood as a choice
and not an obligation; they insist that being a
mother is not tantamount to being a woman.
Buchi Emecheta, in her famous novel The Joys of
Motherhood (1979), whose title is borrowed from
Flora Nwapa’s Efuru, enlarges the doubt expressed
by Nwapa as to the validity of a woman’s wanting
children above all else, even though motherhood
does not always lead to fulfillment. Emecheta, with
the piercing irony reflected in her novel’s title,
denounces vigorously what the American poet
Adrienne Rich calls ‘‘the institutionalization of
motherhood.’’
This is not to imply that women writers are
opposed to motherhood. Simply, they view the
act of bearing children as a reality and not a fatality—a reality which in contemporary Africa is not
without tragic overtones in view of the economic
difficulties affecting many rural areas. In today’s
world, children are no longer automatically a blessing. Calixthe Beyala in her novel Tu t’appelleras
Tanga (1988; published in English as Your Name
Shall Be Tanga in 1996) denounces the plight of
children who populate the streets of big-city slums,
often abused by their parents who brought them
into a world where they are no longer a gift or a
sign of wealth. Similarly, Mariama Barry in La
Petite peule (2001; The young peul girl) portrays
the selfishness of the parents who disregard their
children’s basic needs for understanding and love.
As for sterility, it is still regarded among many
in today’s Africa as a woman’s ultimate tragedy.
Women writers de-dramatize this subject in pointing out that contrary to traditional thinking, a
barren woman is still a woman. Sterility must not
be lived as a humiliation and an existential crisis.
Barren women do not deserve the disdain of
society. In many novels, the sterile heroine is
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persecuted by her husband’s family as well as her
own. In order to conceive, she is portrayed as willing to go to any extreme, consulting local medicine
men and ingesting any available potions, driving
herself to the edge of despair and even madness,
as in Flora Nwapa’s short story ‘‘The Child Thief,’’
Aminata Maiga Ka’s novel La voie du salut, suivi de
le miroir de la vie, Ntyugwetondo Rawiri’s novel
Fureurs et cris de femmes (1989; Women’s furies
and cries of women), and the aforementioned Joys
of Motherhood.
ON MEN

So what are women writers’ views of marriage and
of husbands? As a rule they are very negative.
Polygamy, the customary matrimonial regime of
Africa, is not viewed kindly in African letters.
Male writers have unanimously denounced it as an
injustice toward women as well as an economic
disaster in the world economy. Women writers,
while agreeing with these arguments, add to their
criticism of polygamy another dimension that
reflects their priorities. They consider polygamy as
an obstacle to the well-being of the couple, since it
prevents closeness and trust. They affirm the desirability of monogamy, not as a panacea against the
difficulties of marriage and as the promise of instant
happiness, but as a mark of respect. Women want
to enter the matrimonial bond as equal partners
and not as one of many. Furthermore, women
writers equate polygamy with a reactionary male
mentality detrimental to a healthy interaction
between the sexes. To them it is a deterrent to
the progress of modern society.
It is in fact male mentality that is at the forefront of the novelists’ preoccupation and the subject of their most virulent criticism. Heroes are a
scarce commodity in women’s writing. Rather, the
contemporary African male is put on trial as the
source of the majority of African women’s problems. This negative portrait of the male, who strives
to maintain the social status quo because it is to his
advantage, highlights the malaise of a contemporary Africa torn between two worlds. The depiction
goes beyond the usual dichotomy of tradition versus modernity so often analyzed by the critics.
Rather, it is a question of social power and of
generation. The mores of the past corresponded
to the reality of agrarian patriarchal societies, where
time and wealth had different meaning from that of
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the modern world and where women were for the
most part a commodity belonging to the group.
Throughout their fictional work, women writers delineate clearly the profound differences which
exist among women according to their generation.
Older women reject change because somehow it
devalues their lives and their suffering. Many
African males cling to the patriarchal order because
it gives them a sense of power and an identity no
longer easily found in their changing society.
Younger heroines, often the author’s spokesperson, entertain the belief that the future of the continent will not be realized without its women,
whose survival lies in the death of the old masculine
mentality.
This metaphorical execution is at the core of
Tsitsi Dangarembga’s novel Nervous Conditions
(1989), whose heroine begins her narrative by stating, ‘‘I was not sorry when my brother died.’’ The
death of the brother symbolizes the end of male
domination, the end of the patriarchal order. His
demise was her only opportunity to further her
education in that she was able to take his place.
Had he lived, she would have had to stay in the
village and the story would never have been told: a
story of escape as she calls it; escape from woman’s
ancestral fate.
In C’est le soleil qui m’a brûlée (1987; published in English as The Sun Hath Looked Upon
Me, 1996), Calixthe Beyala also equates the liberation of woman with the symbolic death of the
traditional male. Another provocative example of
feminine affirmation in opposition to the patriarchal order is Werewere Liking’s Elle sera de jaspe et
de corail (1983; It shall be of jasper and coral,
1983) subtitled Journal of a Misovire. ‘‘Misovire’’
is a neologism invented by the author to offset the
word ‘‘misogyny,’’ but with a positive twist—the
word refers not to a man hater but to a woman
who has not yet found a man worthy of her admiration. Contrary to the categorical flat semantic of
the word ‘‘misogyny,’’ ‘‘misovire’’ connotes many
possible interpretations, even a hopeful one (after
all, the man may exist), but more importantly offers
an opening on the future of gender relationships.
This hope for a better understanding between the
sexes, not only at the private level but as fundamental to a new social order, is the raison d’être of
women writers’ criticism of patriarchy.
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DEFINING THE NEW AFRICAN WOMAN

Entertaining the dream of a better future for themselves and their societies, women writers are creating
the blueprint of the new African woman. Women’s
writing counts many heroines who, confronted with
the difficulties of life, are forced to reconsider their
lives and resolve to escape their predicament entirely
by themselves. In so doing, they achieve a new
consciousness of who they are and more importantly
who they want to be. This redefinition of the self,
more common in an urban context, does not mean
a simple refusal to conform to societal norms but
the difficult task of discovering one’s own specificity
and the strength to move forward.
The paradigm for this newly found self-awareness is Mariama Bâ’s protagonist, Ramatoulaye, heroine of Une si longue lettre. In this epistolary novel,
dedicated to all women and men of good will, the
recently widowed Ramatoulaye writes a long letter
to her childhood friend Aı̈ssatou, who is now living
in the United States. Ramatoulaye’s writing starts as
a therapeutic exercise in which she pours her heart
out, telling her friend of her husband’s betrayal after
twenty years of marriage, his taking of a second wife
the age of their oldest daughter, and his subsequent
death, leaving her with nothing but debts to care for
their twelve children. Ramatoulaye, who is a teacher,
came of age with independence. Free, educated,
idealistic, and young, she and her husband participated in the genesis of a nation. Because they shared
the same enthusiasm and the same ideals, her husband’s betrayal is more than the failing of the flesh,
but a breach of faith. A devout Muslim, Ramatoulaye accepted the second wife, even though her
children wanted her to divorce. Aı̈ssatou herself
had left her husband when, intimidated by his
mother, he took a second wife. Ramatoulaye, however, looking at herself in the mirror, realizes that at
her age and in her circumstances she has no option
but to stay married. Forced to fend for herself
because of her husband’s death, she slowly emerges
as an ‘‘I’’ instead of a ‘‘we.’’ The power of words
leads her toward a new equilibrium and a discovery
of her true self. Through the act of writing she
discovers her voice and finds the courage to speak
up ‘‘after thirty years of silence.’’
Ramatoulaye’s life story resonated with many
women, which explains the novel’s extraordinary
reception in Senegal and the fact that it is now a
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classic of African letters. But the great appeal of the
text resides not in its reflection of the life drama
lived by so many but in the vitality of Ramatoulaye,
a woman among many who became a heroine and a
role model in spite of herself. Becoming aware of
who she is, she refuses to slip back into what she
must be in order to conform to societal and family
expectations. She no longer exists only to please
others but also to please herself. She has learned to
say no; she has become an individual, a creator of
her own destiny. She is also a writer, telling her
own story from her point of view, in her own
words. Ramatoulaye’s story could easily have been
a third-person narrative, but through her heroine’s
writing Bâ introduces the important theme of
women’s self-generated creativity.
Many African women novelists equate the creative act of writing to maternity. A novel is like a
child, ‘‘a brain-child’’ to quote Buchi Emecheta’s
heroine, Adah, protagonist of Second-Class Citizen
(1974), who feels that a book is a special offspring
because it involves only one progenitor; it is a
totally free endeavor, therefore it is the supreme
creation. This metaphor of the book as a child
seems a natural concept for women whose cultures
value them primarily as mothers. To bear a child or
write a book constitutes a social act, a contribution
to society. Writing, like children, guarantees the
immortality of the group, but for women it is also
the gateway to equality. The written word implies
education; the thirst for knowledge is an overwhelming theme of African female fiction. Very
few fictional heroines have second thoughts about
the fact that going to school means a Western
education. As already mentioned, women writers
are a product of Western education, even if they
did their schooling in Africa, and in their work they
equate education with liberation. They do not subscribe to the cultural angst which tormented some
male writers, as evidenced in such works as Mongo
Beti’s Mission terminée (1957; published in English as
Mission to Kala, 1969), Okot p’Bitek’s Song of Lawino (1966), Cheikh H. Kane’s L’aventure ambiguë
(1961; published in English as The Ambiguous
Adventure), and others who saw Western education
as what Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o called another form of
colonization. Although they may agree that Western
schools constitute a threat to indigenous cultures and
traditional mores, as far as they are concerned the
benefit outweighs the risk.
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Tsitsi Dangarembga’s Nervous Conditions presents
a particular interest in this subject, since the cultural
alienation of its protagonist, Nyasha, leads this character to self-destruction. Nyasha’s rejection of the West
is antithetical to her cousin Tambu’s embracing of
Western education, although the latter knows full well
that there is a price to be paid for her actions. The
difference between the two girls stems from their
socioeconomic backgrounds. Nyasha comes from the
well-to-do branch of the family; Tambu is a poor
relation from the bush where she was raised in poverty.
She cannot afford to have an existential crisis; but once
educated she will empathize with her cousin’s plight
and write about it, to pay homage to her suffering and
their differences. In this text, the author reexamines a
common theme of African literature, the city versus
the country, and it is evident that her heroine entertains no nostalgia about life in the bush. For her the
village is not a lost childhood paradise as it is sometimes portrayed in male fiction, but a harsh place
where harsh demands are made of women. Tambu’s
sentiments echo those of many young African women,
fictional or otherwise. The city, in spite of its many
pitfalls, provides the hope of a better life, but most of
all the possibility of education.
ATTACKING SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ILLS

The vision that women writers have of their world
is that it must change to accommodate their aspirations to live as equal partners with men, to be
educated, and to control their own bodies. As
artists and as women, they are most eager to be
instrumental in bringing on that change.
As citizens of free states, African women writers,
like their male counterparts, denounce the social and
political abuses of their respective countries. African
literature being a literature ‘‘engagée,’’ women novelists no doubt echo Liking’s ‘‘misovire,’’ asking herself
‘‘will my writing be useful?’’ Almost twenty years
later, Ken Bugul answers this question stating in an
essay on writing ‘‘il faut écrire l’espoir’’ (hope must
be written). Consequently, in their work they address
some of the most problematic issues plaguing African
societies today. Among the societal issues they
engage are witchcraft, infanticide, the corrupting
power of money, prostitution, AIDS, and the increasing violence plaguing many African societies.
It will suffice in this essay to give an overview of
women writers’ viewpoints on the power of money
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and the social and political ills that it generates in
African societies. This troubling reality is a major
theme of the postcolonial novel. It is worth noting
that female novelists in their denunciation of the
overall immorality of their respective societies do
not only accuse the elite in power but point out
that the average citizen, man or woman, bears
some responsibility for the moral decay of the state.
In putting their compatriots on trial, it would seem
that women writers are trying to energize the silent
majority into a more active role in redressing of the
moral drift.
For example, in La grève des bàttu (1979; published in English as The Beggars’ Strike, or, The Dregs
of Society, 1986) Aminata Sow Fall revisits the theme
of corruption already explored in Ousmane Sembène’s novel Xala (1973). Although both authors
denounce the same problem in the same context—
corruption in the city of Dakar—they view the situation quite differently. Sembène condemns corruption in the name of a Marxist orthodoxy, while Fall
deplores it in the name of failing moral convictions.
This ethical preoccupation has been at the forefront
of women’s writing from the beginning. In Senegal,
Fall has been a constant critic of the unconditional
valorization of money, a subject that she explores
once again in her latest novel Festins de la détresse
(2005; Feasts of anguish). In Nigeria and Ghana,
respectively, Nwapa and Ama Ata Aidoo deplore
throughout their work the nefarious influence of
money. The second generation of writers, among
them Beyala, Ntyugwentondo Rawiri, Liking, Veronique Tadjo, Tanella Boni, and Emecheta denounce
such corruption even more aggressively.
The most troubling manifestation of the corrupting power of money remains female prostitution, rampant in late-twentieth-century African
urban centers. The character of the young prostitute occupies an important place in African letters
in general. For the male novelists, she is often a
positive protagonist, examples being the heroine,
Penda, in Sembène’s Les bouts de bois de Dieu
(1960; published in English as God’s Bits of Wood,
1962), the eponymous Jagua Nana of Ekwensi, and
Wanda in Ngũgı~’s Petals of Blood (1977). The
image of the prostitute with the heart of gold and
the right political convictions remains a masculine
myth. In women’s writing, the character of the
prostitute is never romanticized, and prostitution
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is viewed as a totally negative activity provoked and
maintained by a disastrous socioeconomic climate.
In women’s fiction, prostitution mirrors a pathetic
and sordid reality: the young woman who sells
herself to a rich man, or ‘‘big man,’’ as he is often
ironically labeled by the novelists, for an easier life,
a good job, or a diploma. The young woman who
exercises what Nigerian women call ‘‘bottom
power’’ is in the process of becoming a banality.
The obsession of the writers with this deplorable
state of affairs manifests itself in the brutality of
their denunciation. Their verdict is clear; appalling
poverty often caused by political corruption and
mismanagement gives birth to moral decay.
Among the numerous examples of the moral
tragedy of prostitution to be found in women’s
writing, some situations recur like haunting leitmotivs. One of them describes the mother as a procurer of johns for her own daughter, as in Ntyugwentondon Rawiri’s G’amérakano—Au carrefour
(1988), Nwapa’s short story ‘‘The Delinquent
Adults,’’ Beyala’s Tu t’appelleras Tanga, and
others. The other situation that recurs in stories
about prostitution involves the young woman as a
willing participant. Often characters are shown as
becoming the mistress of a rich man in order to
better their material condition, as in Ata Aidoo’s
short story ‘‘Two Sisters.’’ In this narrative, Mercy
is a typist who lives with her sister Connie, who is
married and expecting a child. Mercy wants more
than what she can afford with her salary and she
finds ‘‘a big man’’ willing to satisfy her needs. Her
sister, who disapproves, will end up accepting gifts
from the man and justifying her moral abdication.
Here again, the writer levels an ironic and chilling
gaze on the complacency of the protagonists, who
represent all levels of society and who participate in
destroying its moral fiber. Sometimes the desired
outcome of prostitution is other than money—in
Emecheta’s Double Yoke (1990), a young student
sells herself to an important professor in order to
get a good grade.
As for political and ideological conflicts, the
fictional universe of women writers closely reflects
the malaise of a continent where the political structure is still in the making and neocolonialism is a
major but often anonymous player. As for the
underprivileged women and children, they are cast
adrift in political turmoil over which they have no
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control: they must submit in order to survive.
Their struggle, usually absent from history books,
is immortalized in the fictional universe of female
novelists.
One of the most dramatic postcolonial conflicts was that of Nigeria: the secession of the eastern region of Biafra and the civil war that followed.
This war, which lasted from 1967 to 1970, could
not but mark the psyche of Nigerian novelists.
Nwapa and Emecheta, the two most famous
women writers of the country, bore witness in their
fiction, in very different ways, to the violence and
senselessness of the conflict. Nwapa, in a collection
of short stories Wives at War (1980) and a novel
Women Are Different (1986), depicts the ordeal for
the average woman and family trying to survive.
Neither ideology nor political arguments are held
by the protagonists, who are indifferent to the
political circumstances of the conflict gripping their
homeland. In fact, in the novel, in order to feed her
five children the heroine opens a bakery, an opportunity offered by the war, and manages to get rich.
After the war her success is attributed by others to
wrongdoing. No negative judgment is passed on
the protagonist by the author, but rather an admiring homage is paid to her courage and ingenuity.
We feel the author’s sympathy for this woman, who
in the midst of a situation she does not understand,
does what women have done since time immemorial—takes care of her own as best she can.
Emecheta, in her historical novel Destination
Biafra (1982), differs greatly from Nwapa in the
portrait that she gives of the conflict. She was not
in Nigeria during the war but being an Igbo (Ibo),
she felt the urgency to testify for the women and
children who were killed mercilessly during the
conflict. She dedicates her book to them. In contrast to Nwapa’s heroine, Emecheta’s heroine is a
young educated woman who belongs to the
Nigerian elite. Like Nwapa, she empathizes with
the ordinary folk who are helpless victims of a
conflict they do not understand; however, her heroine understands very well the political interests
and the corruption of those in power, which keep
the conflict alive. This awareness gives to the text
an urgency, a moral outrage, and an accusative tone
absent from Nwapa’s text.
After so many years, Biafra still haunts the
creative imagination of the younger generation of
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Nigerian women, and the very fine novel Half a
Yellow Sun (2006) by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
attests to the ongoing anguish and questioning of
the past. In 1994, the Rwanda genocide and its
moral scandal shook the world. The Tchadian
writer Nocky Djedanoum initiated a collective
work called Rwanda: Writing as a Duty to Memory.
Many women writers responded to the challenge
and Véronique Tadjo’s text L’ombre d’Imana
(2000; The shadow of Imana: travels in the heart
of Rwanda) is a remarkable testimony of inhumanity and the suffering of women. Tadjo brings no
answer as to the reason for Rwanda’s senseless
massacre, but by refusing to forget she keeps the
question alive and her work stands as a warning.
The struggle against apartheid and the government that sustained it since 1948 constitutes the
major theme of black South African literature. As is
often the case, women have played an important
though overlooked role in the struggle: their weapons were patience and silence, their struggle quiet
and without glory, keeping as best as possible the
family together and the dream of freedom alive.
For years women waited for their men to come
back: from the mine, from jail, from forced labor,
while facing alone the brutality and chicanery of the
police. South African women writers such as
Lauretta Ngcobo and Miriam Tlali have drawn a
very fine portrait of the African woman’s ordeal and
survival against all odds. Tlali, first woman writer of
Soweto, in such works as Muriel at Metropolitan
(1975) and Amandla (1980)—both novels were
censured by the government—and her collections
of short stories, Mittloti (1985) and Soweto Stories
(1989), exposes every facet of women’s lives: not
only their difficulties with the apartheid regime but
the sexism they must face from their own communities. The author provides insight into the daily
lives of the common people, their failures and small
victories. In her fiction she takes a strong stand
against injustice, regardless of who is inflicting it,
and refuses to be silent about the brutality of men
toward women or the sexual attraction between
the races, which occurred in spite of the antimiscegenation law. Her fictional characters are
infused with the energy drawn from moral courage
and the clarity of vision of those who have little to lose.
An other aspect of South African women’s lives
can be found in a collection of short stories titled
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You Can’t Get Lost in Cape Town by Zoê Wicomb
(1987). In her narratives, she poignantly explores
the ambiguous situation of the ‘‘colored woman’’
during the apartheid period, a plight not often
examined in South African fiction.
Finally, it seems fitting to mention the work of
Nadine Gordimer who stood up against apartheid
through her writing and her political actions. She
won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1991 for a
considerable body of work comprising thirteen
novels, around two hundred short stories and several volumes of essays. According to most critics,
her most important novels are Burger’s Daughter
(1979), July’s People (1981), and My Son’s Story
(1990), which deals with post-apartheid South
Africa. Nadine Gordimer shares with black South
African women writers her struggle against apartheid which she fought relentlessly with great moral
courage. As a member of the ANC she lost no
opportunities to protest against the cruelty and
immorality of the regime.
ALIENATION

As mentioned earlier, women’s writing reflects the
moral anomie besieging African societies. The alienation of the protagonists underlines the disintegration of the social and moral fiber particularly
evident in the large urban centers. Metaphorically,
this malaise is often equated with madness, and the
alienated character is portrayed as suffering from a
mental breakdown. There are many mad women in
women’s fiction, and the cause of their illness is
always man-made, which constitutes a breach with
traditional thinking, in which madness is as a rule
linked with the other world, the world of spirits off
limits to ordinary human intervention. But in the
imaginary universe of women novelists, human
responsibility is at the core of the madness or
depression of the heroine and can therefore be
redressed. It is a question of societal will, thus
highlighting the moral dimension of women’s writing. The multiple causes of the protagonist’s mental alienation, be they political, social, or affective,
are directly connected to their environment.
With the exception of the South African novelist Bessie Head, political alienation appears mostly
in the fiction of the second generation of women
writers. Their protagonists express their anger and
frustration through uncommon behavior, which is
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interpreted as provocation by the political power,
itself the cause of the characters’ subversive behavior. In Tu t’appelleras Tanga, Beyala depicts the
social and political alienation of two women who,
refusing to accept the intolerable behavior of the
state, find themselves in prison, subjected to a
terrible repression. Their protestation will not be
heard except by the reader, so the text itself, written in a lapidary and provocative style, vindicates
the ordeal of the protagonists. The writer in her
function as witness enshrines for posterity the futile
and gallant gestures of the unsung heroine.
This impassioned and useless refusal to submit
characterizes Tsitsi Dangarembga’s heroine, Nyasha, in Nervous Conditions. Her cousin, narrator of
the text and helpless witness to Nyasha’s descent
into madness, which in her case takes the form of
anorexia, records the ordeal. Nyasha suffers from
an acute identity crisis due in part to the fact that
she spent a great part of her childhood in England;
upon her return she felt like a foreigner in her own
land. But what makes her suffering even more
unbearable is the colonized attitude of her father.
Unaware of his lost identity, since he is more Westernized than the British masters of his land, he
cannot comprehend his daughter’s drama. Unable
to accept the unfairness of history which has made
her into a cultural hybrid, Nyasha lashes out at
herself in a self-destructive rage.
As for the social and affective reasons that cause
the heroine’s profound alienation, they often stem
from deeply rooted social mores, such as the importance of ethnicity in traditional society, still operative, or from the opposite, the disintegration of
traditional values. Interestingly, Senegalese women
writers, critics and witnesses of their society, have
throughout their work underlined the disastrous
consequences of these issues. For example, in many
novels, the fate of the foreign wife takes on a tragic
cast. She finds herself totally isolated and rejected by
her in-laws, who often condone the misbehavior of
the husband at the expense of common decency. In
Mariama Bâ’s Une si longue lettre (So long a letter)
and Un chant écarlate (1981; published in English
as Scarlet Song, 1986), the foreign wives, respectively from Côte d’Ivoire and from France, become
ill with unhappiness and grief. In fact, in the second
novel, the French wife sinks into total madness and
kills her child, who was never accepted by the
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Senegalese family because of his mixed parentage.
Bâ’s novel is not a warning against mixed marriages
but rather an accusation against her society of being
closed-minded and keeping alive traditional mores
that no longer have any meaning.
Even more dramatic is the problem of infanticide, once fairly common in African urban centers.
To kill one’s child in a culture where maternity is
an end in itself can be seen as a form of madness, as
it can only be the result of total despair and complete alienation from one’s society. Senegalese novelists concerned by this new social drama have,
through their fiction, attracted the attention of
the public to the fact that these young women are
not monsters but desperate young country girls
working as maids in the city, who because of their
loneliness and naiveté are easily seduced and abandoned by irresponsible young men. These young
males are themselves drifting alone in the city,
accountable to no one. When the girls realize that
they are pregnant and alone, they do not know
where and to whom to turn. Shame prevents them
from returning to the village, and the indifference
and callousness of their employers prevent them
from asking for help.
Aminata Maiga Ka in Le miroir de la vie (The
mirror of life), Aminata Sow Fall in L’appel des arènes
(1982), Mariama Ndoye in her short story ‘‘Yadikône or the Second Birth’’ from her collection De
vous àmoi (1990), Ken Bugul’s La folie et la mort
(Madness and death, 2000), Isabelle Boni-Claverie’s
La grande dévoreuse (2000; The great devouring
city) depict the ordeal of these girls, and in doing
so put African societies on trial, particularly the
members of the upper class, who treat the poor as
if they were born only to serve. This traditional
attitude stems in part from the caste system still in
place as well as the loss of values, which in many
instances has been replaced by a systemic corruption.
It is evident that women novelists, like their male
counterparts, see themselves as teachers of their people and hope to serve as catalysts for social change.
This questioning of the world in which all
women writers live results in what could be labeled
a historical self-consciousness, and since the 1990s
many women writers have written interesting essays
on a variety of subjects. For example, in Cameroon,
Axelle Kabou in Et si l’Afrique refusait le développement? (1991; What if Africa refuses development?)
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accuses African societies of being mostly responsible
for the economic and social chaos besieging their
societies. But in Mali, Aminata Traoré, former Minister of Culture, in three successive essays—L’etau
(1999; The Vise), Le viol de l’imaginaire (2002;
The rape of imagination), and Lettre au Président
des Français à propos de la Côte d’Ivoire et de l’Afrique en general (2005; Open letter to the French
President on the subject of the Ivory Coast and
the African continent)—denounces the mystification
of global economics and its negative effects on African development.
In L’ombre d’Imana (2000; The shadow of
Imana) Véronique Tadjo reflects upon the Rwanda
genocide. It is evident that the essay is a new forum
for sub-Saharan women writers, a public space in
which the writer writes in her own voice, and therefore takes full responsibility for the opinions
expressed, no longer hiding behind the mask of a
fictional character. This accountability gives the
writer’s voice a tangible presence since it allows her
to claim authority on social and political subjects,
not only as a writer but as a citizen, thus politicizing
the role of the woman artist.
So what is the world according to women writers? It is neither a utopia nor an unattainable
dream, but a tangible world where the pursuit of
happiness is a legitimate endeavor. Let it be
remembered that happiness as a social concept is a
relatively new idea. It appears in Europe in the
eighteenth century at a time of great sociopolitical
upheaval. It coincides with the desire of people to
become citizens, to be in charge of their destiny in
a democratic world, not without parallel in modern
Africa. In the context of African letters, happiness
in women’s writing is associated with the hope and
dream of a better future at both the social and
personal levels.
In other words, happiness is a projection, not
yet a reality, but sometimes it can act as a buffer
against the harsh demands of big-city slums so
forcefully described in Beyala’s novels. In Tu
t’appelleras Tanga, the heroine dreams of the perfect man and a ‘‘little house in the meadow’’ like
the ones she has seen in Hollywood movies. Meanwhile, she decides to alter the terrible present and
‘‘kidnap happiness’’ in order to give it to an abandoned street kid by acting as his caring mother, the
one he never had. In Zaynab Alkali’s The Stillborn
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(1984), the female protagonist, Li, concludes that
even though some dreams are stillborn, others will
come to life and succeed if the dreamer is strong
enough. She goes back to the city to find her
husband, with whom she will share her dream.
Finally, Ramatoulaye, the heroine of Bâ’s Une si
longue lettre, ends her long letter with the word
‘‘happiness.’’ She says that she will keep on looking
for it, and that it will have the face of a man.
See also Achebe, Chinua; Aidoo, Ama Ata; Apartheid; Bâ,
Mariama; Beti, Mongo; Camara Laye; Emecheta,
Buchi; Gender; Gordimer, Nadine; Head, Bessie
Emery; Johnson-Sirleaf, Ellen; Language: Choice in
Writing; Marriage Systems; Ngũgı~ wa Thiong’o;
Nwapa, Flora; Sembène, Ousmane; Soyinka, Wole;
Women.
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LITERATURE AND THE STUDY
OF AFRICA
ORAL TRADITIONS: THE MYTHIC MODEL

It is the task of the storyteller to fashion a connection between two domains, a real world and a
mythic realm. Bringing those spheres into alignment establishes the working metaphor in the stories of Lydia umkaSethemba, a Zulu storyteller
who performed in 1868. In one of her tales, she
limned a complex mythic being, a mountain containing the manifold possibilities of nature. This
figure becomes a mirror of the real-life character
who is undergoing an identity transformation. One
of the myths told in the nineteenth century by a
San mythmaker, //Kabbo, occurs at the beginning
of the age of creation: from God’s dreams emerges
San civilization. The mythic center of the San
world is created as God subsequently puts all
beings and things into their proper places; humans
must now learn to make appropriate use of what
God has given them.
Nongenile Masithathu Zenani, a Xhosa storyteller, mythically mirrored ostensibly unlike images,
crafting complex allusive connections. She performed
a prodigious epic, forging a model composed of God,
an ancestral mother, and a chimerical ox. Out of this
rhythmic combination comes the contemporary
Xhosa nation. As Mwindo, in Candi Rureke’s version
of the Nyanga epic of the Congo, struggles with the
various manifestations of his father, his own
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Painting of the African storyteller //Kabbo by W. H.
Schroeder. Storytelling, both written and oral, has long been
a part of African tradition. Narratives, songs, and ancient written tales have helped to shape the culture of its inhabitants by
gaining a more profound signifance with each new generation.

destructive side is shadowed, at odds with his aunt,
Iyangura, who is linked to the positive side of the
hero and to the gods, establishing thereby a mythic
center. In the griot Bamba Suso’s Mandinka version
of Sunjata, the hero is tested and reveals his stature
before he moves to battle with Sumanguru, a supernatural character who attempts to destroy him. The
mythic core of this story includes the greatness of the
Mandinka past, embodied in the griots who play
prominent roles in the epic.
WRITTEN TRADITIONS: SUSTAINING
THE MYTHIC MODEL

The rich oral traditions of Africa give rise to an
equally resonant written tradition. Naguib Mahfouz’s
novel, al-Liss wa-l-kilab, is a story of a bungling
avenger. Just out of prison, he sets about to destroy
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